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V I. ABSTRACT
The identification and characterisation o f DNA damage is o f great importance to 
m olecular research and has significant im plications fo r c lin ica l and forensic fie lds. From the 
moment o f cell death, DNA incurs many forms o f damage, chemical and physical m odiûcations, 
and fragmentation. This occurs prim arily during the biological decay o f a sample, but can then 
stabilise depending on the depositional environment. The damage and degradation continues i f  
there is dism ption or excavation o f the sample through to the m olecular analyses and storage in 
the laboratory. Fluorescent labelled m ultiplex PCR coupled w ith  real tim e PCR has been 
developed to characterise secondary DNA damage incurred duiing laboratory analyses. This has 
been investigated by analysis o f the stab ility and degradation o f D NA placed under different 
storage conditions. Parameters, including storage buffer, storage temperature, and DNA 
exposure to repeated freeze/thaw cycles, were examined and analysed using a m ultiplex 
Augmentation analysis system. It was shown that finding the optim al storage conditions o f DNA 
dram atically increased the stab ility  and longevity o f molecules fo r PCR analyses. Assessment o f 
the quantity and quality o f D N A &om ancient or degraded samples allows fo r method 
improvements, provides indicators fo r further analysis, and can provide authentication o f ancient 
or degraded DNA by quantity, quality and Augmentation. This assessment o f DNA species in  
archaelogical and forensic samples provides integral infbrmaAon fo r fast and resourceful use o f 
lim ited  and low-copy number DNA samples.
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v u . INTRODUCTION
L RacAeroMMff Vaf«fg awd ̂ fr«cf«rg o fD V 4
W ith in  most cells o f a ll organisms, an organic polym er, the build ing blocks o f life  
deoxyribonucleic acid (D N A), is found. Anim al cells are made up o f various organelles o f 
which, in  most cases, only two contain DNA: the nucleus and m itochondrion (Hummel, 2003). 
DNA found in  the nucleus is termed nuclear DNA (nDNA) and that found in  the m itochondrion 
is referred to as m itochondrial DNA (m tDNA). Together, nDNA and m tDNA code fo r a ll 
genetically determined tra its ranging &om metabolism to immunogenic characteristics (Hummel, 
2003). A lthough there are other forms o f DNA w ith in  a ce ll, such as extra-chromosomal m in i­
circles, the ir activ ity  and funcAon are s till unclear. These other form s o f DNA have not yet been 
used fo r individual charactensaAon or identiAcaAon (Pasion et uA, 1994). D N A is composed o f 
three biochem ically disAnct components: phosphates, sugars and nitrogenous bases. The 
phosphates and sugars, which make up the backbone, remain constant in  a ll form s o f DNA in  a ll 
organisms across the w orld 's populaAon. However, the order o f the nucleobases varies, leading 
to d ifferent genes, alleles and generate geneAc variation. Nucleobases are nitrogenous bases 
paired up w ith  a nucleotide, either a purine, adenine (A ) or thym ine (T ) or a pyrim idine, cytosine 
(C) or guanine (G). The combinaAon o f these four nucleobases determines the precise funcAon 
and coding capacity o f the DNA (LufAg, 2001). The nucleobases bind to each other in  a 
complimentary paAem, G and C, the pyrim idines, bind to each other through the fbrmaAon o f 
three hydrogen bonds w hile A  and T, the purines, bind to each other through the fbrmaAon o f 
two hydrogen bonds. This ultim ately leads to the fbrmaAon o f a stable double stranded 
confbrmaAon o f the D N A helix (Watson et uA, 1953). As seen in  Figure 1 both strands o f DNA
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
exhib it an anti-parallel d irectionality as determined by the positions o f tl%  carbon atoms in  the 
sugar molecules (5' and 3") (Hummel, 2003). Nucleotide sequences are listed according to 
internationally agreed nomenclature 6 om the 5'-end to the 3'-end.
ADt\!Nf } IV-
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Figure I - DNA Structure
(Raven et al., 1992)
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Nuclear DNA is conqwsed o f a double stranded string o f nucleotides, iq) to 3 b illio n  
nucleotides long in  human nuclei, which is organised into 13 chromosomes (LuA ig, 2001). 
However variations and small changes can occur in  a sequence o f the linear chain o f D N A that 
makes iq) the chromosomes causing random variations (LuA ig, 2001). This randomness means 
that no two individuals have the same sequence com bination o f bases w ith in  the ir nDNA 
sequence allow ing us to easAy dif& rentiate between two individuals (w ith  the exclusion o f some 
tw ins).
The strands o f nuclear D NA must 6 )rm  a conqiact D NA-protein conqilex, termed 
nucleosome, to suit the small nucleus o f a ceU. A  nucleosome consists o f double stranded D N A
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
(dsDNA) wrapped around an octamer o f small basic proteins called histones; 146bp are wrapped 
around the core and the 50bp form  a linker region to the next nucleosome causing negative 
supercoiling (A lberts ef aA, 1994). See structural representation in  Figure 11. The supercoiling 
o f m ultip le  nucleosomes results in  the form ation o f chromatin, ulAmately leading to the 
commonly known chromosome structure (A lberts et oA, 1994). Nuclear genetics are inherited 
through Mendelian genetics or the transmission o f a double set o f 23 homologous chromosomes 




Figure II - Nucleosome
6. A /ftocAoMfArW  D A&f
The m itochondrion, a semi-autonomous organelle, exists as both a kidney-shaped 
organelle and a dynamic, reticular network w ith in  the cytoplasm (Poulton, 1995; Yaffe, 1999). 
The m itochondrion plays a v ita l role in  cellu lar metabolism as it  is the site o f the oxidative 
phosphorylation pathway (W allace et uA, 1995). A  ce ll can contain anywhere from  several 
hundred to ten thousand m itochondria depending on its  Assue type, w ith  more m itochondria 
found in  Assues w ith  high-energy demands. Human m itochondrial DNA, making up 1% o f a 
celTs to ta l DNA, is a double stranded, closed circular molecule made up o f 16,569bp coding fo r 
a to ta l o f 37 genes (Berger et aA, 2001 ; Nass et aA, 1996). These 37 genes include 13 essenAal 
subunits o f the oxidaAve phosphorylaAon enzymes as w ell as two nbosomal RNA (rR N A) and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
22 transfer RNA (tR N A) necessary fo r intra-m itochondrial protein synthesis (W allace, 1992). 
W ith in  these thousands o f base pairs there are several non-coding regions, referred to as control 
regions, showing a com paratively high rate o f sequence variaAons or polymorphisms (Hummel, 
2003). The control region, made up o f about 900 bp, contains the hypervariable regions 1,11 and 
111 (H VR  1, HVR 11 and HVR H I). HVR 1 and HVR 11 together consist o f approxim ately 600 bp 
(Hummel, 2003). HVR 1 is commonly defined as the region between the nucleoAde posiAons 
16,024 and 16,365, HVR 11 is found between nucleoAde posiAons 73 to 340 and HVR 111 is 
deAned as bases 438 to 574 (Lutz et oA, 2000). HVR 1 has 8 8  polym orphic sites w ith in  a total 
length o f 342 bp (26 %), HVR 11 has 65 polym orphic sites w ith in  a tota l length o f 268 bp (24 %) 
w hile HVR 111 has 25 polym orphic sites w ith in  a to ta l length o f 137 bp (18 %) (Lutz et oA,
2000). Other control regions o f the m itochondnal genome are less studied due to the ir lack o f 
vanability.
M itochondrial D N A is present as a single copy in  each somaAc cell and is usually 
inherited through the female o f the previous generaAon. This occurs because oocytes contain a 
fu ll compliment o f m itochondna w hile the sperm has very few m itochondria, a ll o f which are 
located in  the ta il which does not penetrate the oocyte because it  is lost at the moment o f 
ferA lisation (Hummel, 2003). This mechanism leads to a ll m aternally related individuals or 
members o f a maternal lineage having the same m tDNA sequence, revealing the same 
polymorphisms and deAned as the same m itochondrial DNA type or h ^ lo typ e  (Hummel, 2003). 
However, a phenomenon known as heteroplasmy can occur. Heteroplasmy is where two or more 
m tDNA types are present w ith in  the one cell. There is believed to be a 2.5 % rate o f 
heteroplasmy w ith in  the general populaAons (Gocke et aA, 1998). There are a number o f 
mechanisms that can generate heteroplasmy; one o f these mechanisms is the paternal inheritance
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
o f m tDNA Aom the sperm. This can occur in  the event that the sperm ta il does penetrate the 
oocyte meaning that the developing individual displays two or more m itochondrial types or a 
mosaic in  its  m itochondria leading to a sequence polymorphism  (G ill gt aA, 1994). AddiAonal 
sources o f sequence heteroplasmy include inheritance Aom the mother or acquisidon o f a 
heteroplasmy by an individual though mutaAon or change. Other mutaAonal events, such as a 
nuclear inserAon may complicate m tDNA analysis, however these events are beyond the scope 
o f th is research.
The numerous nucleoAde changes over tim e w ith in  a DNA sequence is the mechanism o f 
mutaAon that results in  the evoluAon o f new species. DNA sequences may undergo numerous 
nucleoAde changes over tim e resulting in  the evoluAon o f a species. L ike a ll forms o f DNA, the 
m itochondrial D NA can mutate and accumulate these mutaAons over tim e. The m tDNA has a 
disAncAvely rapid mutaAon rate and rate o f sequence evoluAon. The m tDNA is said to be 
evolving 10 to 20 times faster than nuclear DNA (W allace et oA, 1995). Through extensive 
research, the process by which m tDNA sequences accumulate differences over Ame has been 
deemed very complex and beyond the scope o f this project. The m itochondrion also has varying 
mutaAon rates w ith in  its own genome. T lie control region is evolving 10 tim es faster than the 
coding regions and the HVR 1 and HVR 11 are sufAciently variable to distinguish between two 
non-matemally related individuals (Butler ef aA, 1998; H ow ell ct aA, 1996). A  sequence 
va ria b ility  o f about 3 % between individuals allows fo r disAncAon between maternal lineages 
(Stoneking, 2000). These differences or polym orphic sites are not un iform ly distnbuted 
throughout the nutochondrial genome but rather are thought to be found in  clusters known as hot 
spots (Hummel, 2003).
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«. Low Conv DW/I
Low copy number DNA also referred to as ancient DNA (aDNA) or degraded DNA is 
defined as having a m inim al amount o f starting DNA or low  copy number o f DNA template.
The nature o f these molecules o f DNA is generally fragmented. Credible existence o f analytical 
quanAAes o f degraded or ancient DNA was firs t demonstrated in  1984 by RusseU H iguchi, a 
member o f A llan  W ilson's group, through cloning o f a fragment o f DNA Aom a 140-year-old 
museum quagga skin, an exAnct member o f the horse fam ily, to obtain two short m tDNA 
sequences (H iguchi R.G et uA, 1984). SubsequenAy, Svante Pââbo sequenced any4/w element 
and Ranking DNA Aom the 2400-year old mummy o f a young EgypAan boy (Paabo, 1985). 
These two findings generated much interest in  general however they did not spark an interest in  
the Aeld o f aDNA. It was assumed that these were cases o f excepAonal preservaAon and that 
under normal cAcumstances DNA would degrade rapidly after death (Brown et uA, 1994). M ost 
thought that such studies could be conducted only on specimens that retained a high degree o f 
macroscopic b io logical integnty such as museum skins, natural and arAAcial mummies, Aozen 
mammoths and some plant remains (Brown gf aA, 1994). A t the Ame, it  was also thought that 
these samples would provide a lim ited amount o f sequence data since the D NA molecules would 
have undergone extreme physical and chemical damage impeding the cloning process (Brown gf 
uA, 1994).
The 1985 discovery o f the polymerase chain reacAon rekindled interest in  the study o f 
ancient DNA. PCR circumvents the difAculties involved in  cloning aDNA by allow ing direct, 
ampliAcaAon o f single DNA Augments (Brown gt oA, 1994). PCR also speciAcally targets the 
DNA sequence o f interest, avoiding the need fo r tedious screening o f a clone lib ra ry (Brown gf 
oA, 1994). CollaboraAon between Pââbo and W ilson's research group, once again provided the
8
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firs t m eaningful outcomes Aom the ^p licaA on o f PCR to the Aeld o f aDNA. Examples o f such 
outcomes are that using a 7000-year-old human brain Aom a peat bog in  F lorida (Paabo ef uA, 
1988), follow ed w ith  the 4000-year old live r o f an EgypAan mummy (Paabo, 1989) and 
u ltim ately w ith  museum skins o f the exAnct marsupial w o lf (Thomas R.H ef uA, 1989). Despite 
these Andings, it  was generally beheved that ancient DNA could only be found in  relaAvely 
young samples having undergone some type o f preservaAon, be it  natural or arAAcial, such as 
mummiAcaAon (Brown T .A  g/ uA, 1994). In  1990, two signiAcant breakthroughs occurred that 
abolished these tenets. F irst, three groups simultaneously discovered that ancient DNA could be 
ampliAed Aom preserved hard tissues such as bones and teeth (Hagelberg E gt aA, 1989; Hanni C 
gf aA, 1990; Horai S gt aA, 1989). This was a signiAcant finding since these specimens were 
widespread throughout archaeological and palaeontological records. Secondly, a chloroplast 
D N A sequence from  a 16-m illion-year-old AAagno/za lea f preserved in  anoxic deposits at 
C larkia, Idaho was published shattering the assumed age lim it fo r ancient DNA preservaAon 
(Golenberg E.M  gf aA, 1990). Despite its  controversial nature, due to the d ifA cu lty in  
reconciling the existence o f such old DNA fragments w ith  the observed degradaAon rates fo r 
polynucleoAdes in  aqueous soluAon (Lindahl, 1993), this report lead to an imperaAve 
reassessment o f Amescale fo r DNA preservaAon. This finding also sparked interest and 
compeAtion among researchers to discover ancient D NA in  other types o f m illion-years-old 
m aterial. The va lid ity  o f much o f this earlier w ork is stAl in  contention however a great deal o f 
veriAcaAon and authenAcaAon has yet to be provided by the current Aeld o f ancient or degraded 
D NA research.
The age lim its  fo r ancient D NA have not yet been adequately deAned fo r any type o f 
b io logical Assue w ith  the excepAon o f amino acid racemisaAon models o f degradaAon. However
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since 1984, the lis t o f possible ancient DNA sources have grown to include hair (H iguchi gf oA, 
1988), Angemails (Kaneshige gt uA, 1992), faeces (Hoss gf oA, 1992), and a ll other kinds o f 
preserved organic m aterial excluding fossilised m aterial. Ancient DNA has also been isolated 
from  biological residues having been in  contact w ith  non-biological m aterial and preserved over 
tim e, including stones tools (Loy, 1992) and so il (Zhou gt uA, 1996). Ancient DNA has now 
matured into a research too l relevant to disciplines as diverse as forensic science, archaeology, 
conservaAon biology, taxonomy, zoology and medical science.
The m inim isation o f DNA loss during extracAon from  ancient matenals is v ita l in  the 
analysis since it  is suspected that only sm all amounts o f aDNA are present (Brown gf aA, 1994). 
This amount o f DNA present in  degraded samples has yet to be confirmed due to the difAculAes 
in  quanAAcation o f ancient or degraded D NA. These difAculties are due to the presence o f 
possible fungal and bactenal DNA, which clouds the quanAAcaAon results from  methods 
including spectroscopy or esAmaAons by densitometry (Brown gt aA, 1994), when applied to 
ancient matenals. QuantiAcaAon performed using hybndisaAon analyses directed speciAcally at 
endogenous DNA have yielded amounts o f 1-50 ng/g fo r archaeological bones and plant remains 
(Brown gf aA, 1994). Nevertheless, these measurements relate to crude extracts in  w hich the 
bulk o f the hybndising m aterial comprises short, insigniAcant oligonucleoAdes providing very 
litd e  noteworthy data (Brown gt aA, 1994). An established post extracAon quanAAcaAon 
protocol, perhaps using real tim e PCR, would be more accurate and may s im p lify  the 
quanAAcation o f DNA in  the analysis o f aDNA.
AuthenAcity o f results Aom aDNA analysis has been based on numerous features 
including the Augment length o f recovered DNA. The AagmentaAon can vary between species 
o f DNA, between archaeological samples and w ith in  the same sample. In  nDNA the Augments
10
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are usually found between 200-400bp as this is the length o f DNA wrapped around each histone 
(Hewish et uA, 1973). Despite the detection o f the 3.4 kb Augment o f mummy DNA reported by 
Pââbo in  one o f the founding ancient DNA journal articles (Paabo, 1985), researchers profess 
that it  is d ifA cu lt to am plify authendc Augments longer than 200-300 bp Aom aDNA extracts 
(Handt et aA, 1994),(Hardy et aA, 1994; Krings et aA, 1997). These values relate to single 
stranded polynucleotides produced by dénaturation o f the ancient DNA and do not account fo r 
the possible presence o f longer, pa rtia lly  double stranded molecules made o f short overlapping 
single stranded polynucleoAdes present in  pre-natured extracts (Brown et aA, 1994).
However in  the case o f m itochondnal DNA the fragmentaAon is caused by its  in fe rio r 
protecAon against degradaAon due to the lack o f histone structures, which when present are 
thought to protect the 200 bp wrapped around them Aom AagmentaAon (Hummel, 2003). 
Ancient DNA research continues to focus on m tDNA due to its  high copy number. Those 
making the above assumpAons oAen explain ampliAcaAon o f long fragments o f aDNA as non­
target or exogenous DNA. However, these postulates do not account fo r the presence o f 
fragmented modem D NA appeanng as contaminaAon (Hummel, 2003)
In  1993, Thomas Lindahl published an arAcle in  jVutwre seeding doubt that ancient D N A 
can really survive over long periods o f Ame. Lindahl (1993) pointed out the discrepancy 
between the degradaAon rate o f DNA in  an aqueous soluAon and the existence o f intact ancient 
DNA. BneAy, the accumulaAon o f heat-induced DNA damage and other form s o f chemical 
damage should cause a gradual degradaAon o f aDNA, leaving only very short fragments after 
several thousand years at moderate temperatures (Lindahl, 1993). The extrapolaAon Aom a 
degradaAon rate measured in  aqueous soluAon to the degradaAon o f DNA in  a complex 
deposiAonal environment may not be an accurate correlaAon, but overall Lindahl proposes that
11
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the existence o f ancient D NA greater than 20,000 to 40,000 years old is not possible (Lindahl, 
1994). The only possible evidence comes Aom HPLC and biochem ical examinadon o f extracts 
o f dried skins and mummiAed remains (Paabo, 1989) suggesting that the aDNA in  these 
materials had indeed undergone extensive chemical modiAcadon. Unfortunately, the 
degradaAon products were not identiRed prohibiting direct comparison w ith  the degradaAon 
pathways predicted by Lindahl (Brown gf a/., 1994). ConArmaAon or reassessment o f these 
pathways would require chemical examinaAon o f ancient DNA by more sensiAve and 
discrim inatory methods (Brown et a/., 1994).
ML DÆ4 Damapg
There are a mulAtude o f biochemical pathways w ith in  a ce ll that can lead to DNA 
damage or degradaAon. These include natural enzymaAc mechanisms causing severe DNA 
AagmentaAon, natural and induced oxidaAon reacAons causing strand breakage and DNA base 
modiAcaAons, hydrolyAc reacAons leading to deaminaAon and depurinaAon, DNA-protein-cross- 
linking  (DPC) and external physical force.
A ll cells possess natural enzymaAc mechanisms w ith in  themselves w ith  the sole purpose 
o f protecAon and proliferaAon o f the organism. These mechanisms mosAy include the 
destrucAon o f an intruding parAcle but can also include self-destrucAon o f the ce ll. The latter is 
the case in  apoptosis; m orphologically d istinct ce ll suicide is iniAated when a ce ll w ith in  a 
m ulAcellular organism is compromised beyond repaA (K err ef , 1972). This mechanism 
differs greaAy Aom necroAc cell death since necrosis is a form  o f ce ll death resulting Aom acute 
Assue in ju ry (W ikipedia, 2004).
12
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In  Apoptosis, the im paired cell is sacriAced fo r the greater good o f the whole individual. 
An apoptoAc ce ll shrinks, cytoskeleton collapses, nuclear envelope disassembles, chromatin 
condenses into  ^optoA c bodies, the DNA A-agments and protein degrades (Lu et a/., 2004). Any 
tlirea t to the genomic in tegrity o f a cell triggers the release o f apoptoAc proteases, caspases, 
which speciAcally cleave a ll D NA leading to its  orderly A-agmentaAon (D idenko et a/., 2003). In  
most cells, fragmentaAon occurs in  two stages: Arst, during the early stage o f apoptosis, 
chromaAn is cleaved into large molecular weight chromatin DNA fragments (about 50kb) (Lu et 
a /., 2004) and secondly the chromatin Augments are cleaved into smaller fragments by nuclease. 
The mechanism fo r this Arst stage o f DNA remains a mystery (Lu et at., 2004). In  the late stage 
o f apoptosis, the Augmented chromaAn DNA is digested further into short oligonucleosomal 
DNA ladder-like Augments by the nucleases (Lu et at., 2004). Over twenty nucleases have been 
idenAAed and im plicated in  the late stage o f D NA degradaAon (Lu et a t., 2004). The start 
command fo r programmed ce ll death may come A"om the ce ll its e lf or the surrounding Assue. 
Failure to iniAate apoptosis in  a damaged ce ll results in  its  unconAoUable d ivision, developing 
into a tum our (Hengartner, 2000).
Necrosis is deAned as an unprogrammed death o f liv in g  Assue and is thus a consequence 
o f damage rather than a defence mechanism. The most common beginnings o f necrosis are due 
to in ju ry, infecAon, cancer, infarcAon, and inAammaAon. Throughout the necroAc pathway, 
D NA is randomly cleaved through the acAvation o f non-speciAc lysosomal nucleases caused by 
the disintegraAon o f cellu lar membranes (D idenko et a t., 2003).
Recent studies have aimed to differenAate between apoptoAc and early stage necroAc ceU 
death using a combinaAon o f recognised chenAcal processes such as TUNEL, Klenow enzyme- 
based labelling and tn .yttw ligaAon. This differenAaAon relies on the d istinct structural D N A
13
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damage cause by each apoptosis and necrosis (D idenko et at., 2003). Apoptotic cells were found 
to have 5' overhangs caused by 3'—>5' exonuclease activ ity, double-strand DNA breaks w ith  
single nucleoAde 3' overhangs and blunt ended 5' phosphorylated DNA breaks both attributed to 
the presence o f caspase-acAvated deoxynbonuclease or D nasel-like endonucleases (Didenko et 
a t., 2003). On the other hand, early necroAc cells displayed only the 5 ' overhangs, no blunt 
ended breaks or 3' overhangs (Didenko gt at., 1996). During the necroAc process, no new 
enzymes are synthesised and thus the creaAon o f these overhangs can only be attnbuted to pre­
existing enzymaAc acAvity, parAcularly 3' to 5' exonucleolyAc acAvity (D idenko et a t., 2003). 
These studies revealed that both apoptoAc and necroAc cell death are non-random DNA cleavage 
resulAng in  very speciAc, discernible DNA structure (Didenko gt a t., 2003).
A  second m ajor source o f DNA damage is oxidative stress, which can lead to DNA 
lesions, m ostly modiAed bases, but can also lead to strand breaks and abasic sites. A ll aerobic 
cells produce oxygen-denved species, or ReacAve Oxygen Species (ROS), a coAecAve term  used 
to include oxygen radicals [superoxide (Oz'"), hydroxyl (OH*), peroxyl (ROz") and alkoxyl 
(R O ')] and certain non-radicals that are either ionising agents and/or are easily converted into 
radicals, such as HOCl, ozone (O3 ), peroxynitrite (ONOO"), singlet oxygen and HzOz (H a lliw e ll 
gt at., 1989; Wiseman gt at., 1996). ROS are formed by several d ifferent mechanisms such as 
the interaction o f ionising radiaAon w ith  bio logical molecule, the Fenton reacAon, fabncaAon by 
dedicated enzymes in phagocyAc cells like  neutrophils (NADPH oxidase) and macrophages 
(myeloperoxidase) and creaAon as unavoidable by products o f ce llu lar respiraAon (K im ball, 
1994). Base modiAcaAon is a hindrance in  the study o f DNA since these new bases are not 
recognised by DNA polymerase and thus are not ampliAed in  a standard PCR.
14
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O xidative damage occurs through the fbrmaAon o f OH* via two speciAc pathways: y- 
radiolysis and the Fenton reacAon. OxidaAve damage caused by such free radicals in  vivo has 
been im plicated as a factor in  the incidence o f biological processes such as mutagenesis, 
carcinogenesis and ageing (H a lliw e ll gf a /., 1989). In  vivo , free radicals are generated by 
endogenous and exogenous and cause damage to bio logical molecules including DNA (H a lliw e ll 
gt a t., 1991b). A  Aree radical is a cluster o f atoms which contains an unpaired elecAon in  its 
outermost shell o f electrons (K im ball, 1994). This conAguraAon is h igh ly unstable causing 
radicals to react w ith  other molecules or radicals in  order to achieve 4 pairs o f electrons in  their 
outermost shell, a stable confbrmaAon (K im ball, 1994). H ydroxyl radicals produce a number o f 
lesions in  DNA and m nucleoproteins such as base lesions, sugar lesions, single-strand breaks, 
double-strand breaks, abasic sites and D NA-protein cross-links by a variety o f mechanisms 
(D izdaroglu, 1992). Free radicals attack DNA in  h igh ly speciAc locaAons, as seen in  Figure 111 
(Schafer, 1997). Ionising radiaAon-generated e»q' and H atoms can also m odify D NA bases 
(D izdaroglu, 1992).
■ iO—P—U—CH2  '̂ NH ;
°1NH
0 -P -C > -C H 7
Figure III - Free Radical Hot Spots. 
(Schafer, 1997)
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When exposed to ionising radiation, water reacts to create hydroxyl radicals, solvated 
electrons (Cgq") and H atoms. A  superoxide anion (O 2 * ) is produced, at a diffusion-controlled 
rate, when e*,' and H atom react in  the presence o f oxygen (D izdaroglu, 1992). Hydrogen 
peroxide is produced in  a ll aerobic cells as a result o f normal cellu lar metabolism and is 
ubiquitous in  b io logical systems (H a lliw e ll gf a /., 1989). The superoxide reacts w ith  cellu lar 
hydrogen peroxide in  the Haber-Weiss reaction (Equation 1), leading to the production o f 
hydroxyl radical (*0H ) (Frelon gf a/., 2003).
Equation 1
O2 + H 2 O 2 -> 0 ; + 0 H - + OH 
The hydroxyl radical is known to cause about 70% o f radiation-induced DNA damage in  
oxic cells (Roots gt aZ., 1972). The fo llow ing modiAed bases were idenAAed in  a linear radiaAon 
dose-yield relaAonship: 5,6 -dihydrothym ine, 5-hydroxy-5-m ethylhydantoin, 5- 
hydroxyhydantoin, cytosine g lycol, 5-hydroxy-6 -hydrothym ine, 5-hydroxy-6 -hydrocytosine, 5- 
(hydroxym ethyl) uracil, thym ine g lycol, 5,6 -dihydroxycytosine, 4,6-diam ino-5- 
fbrm am idopyrim idine (FapyAde or FapyGua), 8 -hydroadenine, 2,6-diam ino-4-hydroxy-5- 
fbrm am idopyrim idine and 8 -hydroxyguanine (8 -OH-Gua) (D izdaroglu, 1992). The structure o f 
these modiAed bases, along w ith  some o f less common altered bases, is found in  Figure IV . 
According to Lindahl (1993), the m ajor damaging base lesion generated by hydroxyl radicals is 
8 -hydroguanine. This modiAed product base-pairs preferenAally in  soluAon w ith  adenine rather 
than cytosine, thus generating a transversion mutaAon after D N A replicaAon (Lindahl, 1993). 
Guanine-denved bases amount to approxim ately 45 % o f the net tota l y ie ld  o f modiAed bases 
suggesting a high reacAvity o f 'O H  toward the guanine residues in  cells (D izdaroglu, 1992). 
vfvo, cells have natural repair mechanisms, invo lving speciAc DNA glycosylases, WAch excise 
the lesion caused by a modiAed base (Lindahl, 1993).
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The metabolism o f reacAve oxygen is delegated to the nntochondria shielding the cell 
nucleus Aom severe oxidaAve damage. Consequently, m tDNA is h igh ly sensiAve to oxidaAve 
damage as proven by the presence o f elevated levels o f 8 -hydroxyguanine compared to that 
isolated in  nuclear D N A (Lindahl, 1993). This condiAon is further aggravated by the lack o f 
histones in  the m tDNA structure, which otherwise quench the generaAon o f oxygen radical- 
induced lesions (Lindahl, 1993). The excessive oxygen radical-induced D N A damage in  
m itochondria is suggested to be responsible fo r the high mutaAon rate, r ^ id  evoluAon and 
decline w ith  age o f th is organelle, as w ell as contnbuAng to several m aternally inhented human 
degeneraAve diseases (Linnane gi a /., 1989; W allace gf oZ., 1988). Studies also show that the 
number o f 8 -OH-Gua lesions augment signiAcanAy when isolated m itochondria are exposed to 
oxidaAve stress (R ichter gf aZ., 1988).
^  ^
iMyminagÿcoi 5.6-dlîîÿdratfi^rnlna s-hjdrajjyniattijfi- S-ttonr^iuracii «-nydroxy-5-rnflth?l-
urscii hydsntoln
ys 1". I"» 1"" r
4^ 4^ 4^ A  ly;
s-rsgdras^ÿtosina fi.s-dUiydroaycjftosina fi-nydrosy-a-rqzdro- &ans-i -eemarnoyi-Z-om-^.S-
e^îssîns a!f!5fdf©s îni^B2Qii3iîi0
iîr jic ait jic
M H M M M M M
uredigÿcoi S-nydrcayuniBll s.e-dinvdrus^urB&ll s-ftydrossf-6-îi^drO' S-hydrost^f^dantsin silcRsn SB^aingomumeiilinen
o5c  Æh jic  »cc
nrrnlrnnmniimi omzoKx*
iinldopwtnldlna S-f onni mtdop» rtmM u
Figure IV - Modified base products o f free radical induced damage to DNA bases.
(Dizdaroglu ef aZ., 2002)
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The distribution o f radical induced m odified bases is known to be sensitive to a series o f 
parameter involved in  the degradation reaction (Frelon ef a /., 2003). F irst the nature o f the 
oxidising species is expected to play a m ^or role. For example, hydroxyl radical reacts w ith  a ll 
nucleobases at several positions o f the purine and pyrim idine rings. This leads to the form ation 
o f at least 60 DNA lesions, including hydroperoxides and diastereoisomers o f several products, 
identified in  monomeric model systems (Frelon e i aZ., 2003). In  contrast, singlet oxygen (̂ Oz) 
specifically reacts w ith  guanine, leading to the overwhelm ing form ation o f 8 -oxo-dG (Frelon gf 
aZ., 2003). The highly specific attack o f singlet oxygen is due to positive charge m igration along 
the DNA to the component w ith  the lowest oxidation potential, guanine (Frelon ef aZ., 2003). 
Other parameters involved in  the degradation reaction involve oxygen, pH, reducing species and 
structural factors (Frelon gf aZ., 2003). These parameters are like ly  to modulate the chemical 
reaction o f in itia lly  produced radicals (Frelon g/ aZ., 2003).
H ydroxyl radicals may also be produced through the Fenton reaction (Equation 2), the 
cyclic reduction o f hydrogen peroxide, the dism utation product o f superoxide anion, by metal 
ions.
Equation 2
+ H  O +
Hydrogen peroxide is especially damaging since it  can diffuse long distances in  cells to reach
DNA and can also cross biological membranes unlike 'O H  which has a short d iffusion distance
in  cells due to its high reactivity toward organic molecules and thus reacts at or close to its  site o f
form ation (D izdaroglu, 1992). Transition metal ion-catalysed conversion o f H2 O2  is  responsible
fo r most o f the 'O H  generated in  vivo, except during exposure to ionising radiation (H a lliw e ll gf
uZ., 1989). The effects o f H2 O2 in  the presence o f various transition metal ions such as F e (lll),
C u (ll), C o (ll) and N i( ll)  on isolated chromatin were studied. The main focus being i f  transition
18
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metal ions capable o f converting H 2 O2 to 'O H  are in  close proxim ity to D N A m vivo it  allows fo r 
the Fenton reaction to occur. Iron and copper, present in  the nucleus, are carefully sequestered 
in to proteins, such as fe rritin , as a protective measure (Wiseman et uZ., 1996). DNA is a 
powerful chelating agent fo r transition metal ions, however an oxidative stress may cause the 
release o f intracellular iron  and/or copper ions into forms that could then bind to DNA (H a lliw e ll 
er aZ., 1991a). The level o f damage through the Fenton pathway was found to be d irectly 
dependent on the hydrogen peroxide concentration (Frelon g/ oZ., 2002). The fo llow ing m odified 
bases were identified: 5-hydroxy-5-m ethylhydantion (5-0H -5-M eH yd), 5-hydroxyhydantoin, 
cytosine g lycol, 5-(hydroxym ethyl)uracil (H M U ), thym ine g lycol, 5,6-dihydroxycytosine, 4,6- 
diam ino-5-fbrm am idopyrim idine (FapyAde), 8-hydroxyadenine, 2-hydroxyadenine, 2,6- 
diam ino-4-hydroxy-5-fbrm am idopyrim idine (FapyGua) and 8-hydroxy guanine (8-OH-Gua) (see 
Figure IV ) (D izdaroglu gt aZ., 1991b). These m odified bases are typical products o f site specific 
reactions o f'O H  w ith  DNA nucleotides (D izdaroglu, 1992). D izdaroglu, gf. aZ. (1992) 
demonstrates that more damage occurred when H 2O2  was in  the presence o f C u (ll) than in  the 
presence o f F e (lll). Further studies o f m odified base d istribution by Frelon, gf. aZ. (2003) 
suggest the Fenton reaction generates singlet oxygen as the predominant reactive species, as 
indicated by the overwhelm ing production o f F ^yG ua and 8-oxodGuo. Hydrogen peroxide 
alone does not produce the herein identified base products in  D NA (Aruoma gf aZ., 1989).
Once formed, m odified DNA nucleotides fo llo w  a binding model signiGcantly d ifferent 
than the Watson and C rick binding rules. These d istinctive binding arrangements may lead to 
mutations or misreads when sequencing the target region i f  th is segment includes m odified bases 
(see Table 1). The DNA damage may lead to either a transversion m utation or a transition 
m utation w ith in  the DNA sequence. A  transversion is defined as the replacement o f a purine by
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a pyrim idine or vice versa whereas a transition m utation is the substitution o f a purine w ith  
another purine or a pyrim idine w ith  another pyrim idine. For example, adenine to thymine is a 
transversion w hile adenine to guanine is a transition.
The heterocyclic bases o f nucleic acids are significant sites o f 6ee radical-mediated 
m odification, however the sugar-phosphate backbone is also highly vulnerable to such attacks. 
/Although the m ^o rity  o f OH radicals react w ith  DNA by adding to the double bonds o f the 
bases, a small percentage w ill react w ith  the sugar m oiety by abstracting hydrogen atoms, 
form ing sugar radicals (Von Sonntag, 1987).
Table 1 - Base substitutions produced by products o f  free radical induced DNA damage.
(Dizdaroglu er a/., 2002)
A
Ï
1 ] A G ,T
C.. G A. ‘ 0 A > C
A. a A-»T A >C
A.G A ~>T A '■'? C
5-ls ydr«\v c>- toNiat A. C C > I C -?G
A C C >T C "'sG
kAdiaWrk acid
?
Extensive research in  th is area has established the form ation o f four d istinct types o f product 
(Von Sonntag, 1987): Type 1 - both phosphate links are broken and the unaltered base is lost to 
yie ld  free deoxyribose-derived compounds; Type 2 - altered sugars bound by one phosphate
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linkage to a damaged DNA strand nearly always causing the unaltered base to be lost; Type 3 - 
unaltered base is lost and the sugar is altered, either oxidised or fragmented and oxidised but 
both phosphate linkages are s till intact w ith  no strand break; Type 4 - o r  the base is altered, the 
glycosyl linkage is no longer stable leading to the elim ination o f the altered base and thus the 
form ation o f an apyrim idinic/apurinic site (AP site). The form ation o f product types 1 and 2 
im ply a direct strand break whereas types 3 and 4 constitute a lka li-lab ile  sites which change into 
strand breaks on a lka li treatment (Von Sonntag, 1987).
These alterations can either be the result o f a direct oxidant attack on the sugar backbone o f 
the DNA or from  a transfer o f charges &om the targeted base to a sugar ultim ately leading to its 
oxidation. F irst, abstraction o f a hydrogen atom from  deoxyribose produces a carbon-based 
sugar radical that can rearrange, ending in  scission o f the nucleic acid strand (Pogozelski et a/., 
1998). A  deoxyribose residue has seven hydrogen atoms (see Figure V ) each attached to a 
carbon, that are available fo r abstraction by an oxidising agent or &ee radical (Pogozelski e i a/., 
1998). The goal o f recent research has been to iden tify which o f these hydrogen atoms is 
abstracted in  the form ation o f a DNA strand break. Pardo et aZ. (1992) confirm ed, using 
quantum mechanical calculations, the theoretical probability o f abstraction correlates w ith  
carbon-hydrogen bond strength. Research conducted on double stranded B-D NA found that 
hydrogen abstraction is governed by proxim ity to oxygen and the accessibility o f the hydrogen 
atom to the oxidising species (Pogozelski et aZ., 1998).
Figure V - Deoxyribose Residue. 
(Pogozelski ef a/., 1998)
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Abstraction may occur at any o f the seven hydrogen atoms however not a ll hydrogen 
removals result in  immediate strand breaks. Loss o f a certain hydrogen may weaken the DNA 
strand leaving it  wounded and thus an easy target fo r other reagents or conditions to bring about 
strand breaks (Pogozelski et aZ., 1998). A ll hydrogen abstraction result in  production o f DNA 
strands w ith  phosphate term ini that are easily detectable but do not indicate much about the 
chemistry o f the ir form ation (Pogozelski et aZ., 1998). The reaction pathway can be revealed 
through examination o f the characteristics o f the m odified sugar at the site o f the strand break, 
which are unique to the specific hydrogen abstracted (See Table 2) (Pogozelski gf aZ., 1998).
Table 2 - M arker Product formed and Position o f  hydrogen abstraction.
(Pogozelski ef a/., 1998)
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The DNA backbone sugar may also undergo oxidation due to a transfer o f charges &om 
a targeted base. Upon oxidant attack o f the 4'-hydrogen o f the D N A base, the hydrogen is 
abstracted causing a hydrogen rearrangement w ith in  the ring and further breaking the 3'-carbon-
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oxygen double bond (see Figure V I) (Schafer, 1997). A  modiûed base, fo r example a uracil 
radical, may react w ith  the ribose o f the DNA backbone to yie ld  a cationic sugar ultim ately 
undergoing attack 6om  the surrounding oxidants (Schafer, 1997). The backbone sugar then 
collapses leading to  a single stranded break in  the strand o f DNA (see Figure V II).
Double-stranded DNA undergoes single stranded breaks linearly w ith  the increase o f 
irrad ia tion  in  aqueous solutions, whereas double stranded breaks fo llo w  a linear relationship i f  
plotted against the square root o f the u ltravio le t (U V ) lig h t dose (Von Sonntag, 1987). This 
quadratic dependence supposes that, in  aqueous solutions, double-strand breaks are formed by 
the coincidence o f two single-strand breaks on both strands o f the double he lix (Von Sonntag, 
1987). These two strand breaks may either be d irectly opposite to each other or some 
nucleotides apart. The ionic strength o f the aqueous medium determines the critica l distance A, 
beyond which two single-stranded breaks on opposite strands would no longer lead to a double­
stranded break (Von Sonntag, 1987). The lower the ionic strength o f the medium the more 
readily the opening o f the double-helical structure. O verall, double strand breaks are caused by 
m ultip le radical events w ith in  a short section o f the dsDNA (Von Sonntag, 1987).
CH. CH
HN
Figure VI - DNA oxidant attack.
(Schater, 1997)
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Figure VII - DNA Single Strand Break Mechanism
(Schafer, 1997)
O xidative damage has also been suggested to lead to the form ation o f ring-saturated 
pyrim idine derivative (Lindahl, 1993). These lesions occur p rim arily as thym ine and cytosine 
glycols and pyrim idine hydrates (Lindahl, 1993). These non-coding derivatives are characterised 
by the loss o f the 5,6 double bond and in  consequence, loss o f standard planar ring structures 
(Breim er, 1990; W allace, 1988) that u ltim ately decompose into Augments o f bases (Lindahl, 
1993). fh  vftro, ring-saturated pyrim idines are formed in  DNA at rates m arginally higher than 
that o f 8-OH-Gua and are excised by a speciAc DNA glycosylase w ith  an associated 
apyrim idioic lyase activ ity that promotes cleavage o f the sugar-phosphate chain by p-elim ination 
(Lindahl, 1993). Attempts to estimate the rate o f conversion o f DNA pyrim idines to  ring- 
saturated forms m vfvo were unsuccessful (Wagner gf a /., 1992).
Another m ajor type o f DNA damage that occurs in  a cell exposed to various agents is 
DNA-protein cross-linking. H ydroxyl radicals appear to be involved m the form ation o f 
covalent bonds between DNA and surround proteins induced by ionising radiation or hydrogen 
peroxide (H 2 O2 ) (D izdaroglu, 1992). D NA-protein cross-links are detected through ratio 
analysis o f the optical density at 260 nm and 280 nm, w ith  an increased ratio  w ith  increase in
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radiation dose (VonSonntag, 1987). -A  number o f DNA-protein cross-]ink& were ide n tiA e (ity  
D izdaroglu (1992) in  y-irradiated and HiCb/m etal ion treated chromatin samples (D izdaroglu,
1992). These cross-links were found to involve the DNA bases thym ine and cytosine, and the 
amino acids glycine, alanine, valine, leucine, isoleucine, threonine, lysine and tyrosine 
(D izdaroglu, 1992). Chromatin samples irradiated in  an oxic environment displayed no cross- 
lin k in g  w ith  the exception o f Thym ine-Tyrosine (Thy-Tyr) cross-links (D izdaroglu, 1992). 
Oxygen generally reacts w ith  carbon-centred radicals at d ifh is ion  controlled rates and thus 
inh ib its dim erization (cross-linking) reactions o f radicals (D izdaroglu, 1992; Von Sonntag,
1987). The Thy-Tyr cross-link is generated from  addition o f the 'OH-generated a lly l radical o f 
thym ine to carbon-3 o f tyrosine follow ed by oxidation o f the resulting adduct radical and/or 6om  
com bination o f the a lly l radical o f thym ine w ith  "OH-generated tyrosine radicals (see Figure 
V III) (D izdaroglu ef uZ., 1989). Oxygen may not be able to react w ith  thym ine or tyrosine 
radicals p rio r to cross-linking (D izdaroglu, 1992). It has been suggested that oxygen may not be 
able to prevent cross-link form ation between thym ine and tyrosine due to the h igh ly specific 
nature o f the union (D izdaroglu, 1992). C ross-linking is also partia lly inhib ited by m annitol and 
dim ethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), w hich is consistent w ith  the site-specific generation o f'O H  upon 
reaction o f chromatin-bond metal ions w ith  H2 O2  (Goldstein ef a/., 1986; Samuni g/ a /., 1983; 





Figure V III - DNA Protein Cross-Link. 
(Schafer, 1997)
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The D NA molecule is particularly prone to hydrolytic damage. Hydrolysis is defined as 
the breaking o f bonds by the addition o f water. DNA damage by hydrolysis can occur 
chem ically or enzym atically. F irst o f a ll, DNA sugar-base bond, N -glycosyl bond, is highly 
labile  and thus h igh ly susceptible to acid hydrolysis (Lindahl, 1993). D irect hydrolytic attack 
leads to base loss, predom inately through depurination, and ultim ately leads to the form ation o f a 
single stranded nick at the abasic site. Strong acids liberate pyrim idine bases w hile purine bases 
are selectively released in  weak acid (Lindahl, 1979). There is a 4-fb ld  difference in  the rate o f 
depurination between single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and double-stranded D N A (dsDNA) 
suggesting the double-stranded conform ation confers re la tive ly little  protection against 
hydrolysis o f the glycosyl bond (Lindahl, 1979). The two purines, guanine and adenine are lost 
at sim ilar rates, w ith  guanine being released sligh tly faster. Depurination involves protonation o f 
the base follow ed by direct cleavage o f the glycosyl bond (Lindahl ef a /., 1972a; Zoltew icz gf aZ., 
1970). DNA depyrim idination is analogous to depurination at neutral pH although it  occurs 20 
times slower. Cytosine and thym ine are liberated at 5 % o f the rate o f purines (Lindahl, 1993).
In  addition to the in trinsic la b ility  o f glycosyl bonds, DNA base residues are susceptible 
to hydrolytic deamination. H ydrolytic loss o f amino groups by D NA bases cytosine, adenine, 5- 
methylcytosine and guanine, result in  the form ation o f uracil, hypoxanthine, thym ine and 
xanthine respectively (Poinar, 2003). The main targets o f th is reaction are cytosine and 5- 
methylcytosine as determined by fo llow ing the ir conversions to uracil or thym ine residues in  
radiolabeled DNA w ith  the function o f temperature, pH and secondary structure (Lindahl, 1993). 
In  a mammalian cell w ith  3 % o f its  DNA cytosine residues in  methylated form , about 10% o f 
hydrolytic deamination would occur at 5-methylcytosine residues and 90% at cytosine residues
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(Lindahl, 1993); The hydrolytiereactiontw curs w ithout any sequence^peciGcity and varies 
between species (Lindahl, 1993). In  contrast to depurination, the double-helix structure offers 
protection against hydrolytic cytosine deamination such that this reaction only occurs 0.5-0.7 % 
o f the rate o f ssDNA (Lindahl, 1993). H ydrolytic conversion o f cytosine to uracil in  DNA at 
neutral pH requires direct deamination by alkali-catalysed hydrolysis and also must be attacked 
by water on the pmtonated base in  a general acid-catalysed reaction (Shapiro, 1981). Cells may 
also undergo catalytic conversion o f cytosine to 5 -methyIcytosine by DNA methyltransferase 
(Lindahl, 1993). A  covalent bond is formed by the enzyme at the carbon-6 (C6) position o f the 
cytosine, generating a transient dihydropyrim idine reaction intermediate that is highly 
susceptible to spontaneous deamination (Lindahl, 1993).
Deamination o f D N A purines is a m inor reaction when compared to the hydrolytic 
conversion o f cytosine to uracil (Lindahl, 1993). Depurination results in  a deoxyribose w ithout a 
base termed an apurinic site or APsite. Adenine is converted to hypoxanthine in  DNA at 2-3 % 
o f the rate o f cytosine deamination (Karran gf uZ., 1980). The deamination o f adenine is 
considered a mutagenic lesion since this m oiety forms a more stable base pair w ith  C than w ith  T 
(Lindahl, 1993). The rate o f depurination o f guanine to xanthine in  DNA has not been precisely 
determined but is suggested to be sim ilar to, or slower than, adenine deamination (Lindahl,
1993). Thought rarely generated, the xanthine-deoxyribose bond is particularly susceptible to 
spontaneous hydrolysis leading to the rapid conversion o f a xanthine residue to an apurinic site 
in  a few days in  a non-enzymatic reaction at 37°C (Lindahl, 1993).
H ydrolysis also takes place enzym atically by nucleases, which are either exonucleases or 
endonucleases. Exonucleases target the term inus o f a polynucleotide strand w hile endonucleases 
cleave phosphodiester bonds w ith in  a polynucleotide strand. There are 5' exonucleases, which
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cleave the D N A &om the 5!̂ end o f theD N A  chain, and 3' exonucleases that cleave the DNA 
6om  the 3'-end o f the chain (Voet gf oZ., 1998). Exonucleases and endonucleases vary in  
hydrolysis specificity and thus some hydrolyse ssDNA vd iile  others target dsDNA. 
Endonucleases can either cleave randomly or w ith  high specificity. Endonucleases that cleave 
dsDNA at random often make interactions w ith  the backbone o f DNA. R estriction 
endonucleases, are able to recognise a specific base sequence o f four to eight bases w ith in  
dsDNA and cleave both strands o f the duplex at th is precise location (Voet gf oZ., 1998).
Physical forces such as temperature variations and physical shearing also damage DNA. 
When required, the double stranded conform ation may be denatured, through the application o f 
heat or chemical treatment (Hummel, 2003). When carried out using heat, dénaturation is f iilly  
reversible by decreasing the temperature leading to renaturation or reannealing (Hummel, 2003). 
Freezing &  thawing is known to disrupt cellu lar structures including m itochondrial membranes, 
exposing m tDNA and nDNA to degrading enzymes (Ross gf aZ., 1990). Lack o f protection by 
histones and dense packaging leads to preferential degradation o f m tDNA compared w ith  nDN A, 
most like ly  due to increased accessibility to DNAses (Ross gf aZ., 1990). It is also possible that 
its unique structure (like  the DNA-RNA hybrids in  the control region) and potential m otifs in  the 
sequence o f the m tDNA make it  more susceptible to enzymatic degradation than nDNA (Ross gf 
aZ., 1990). Tissue studies show that m tDNA is degraded much faster than nDNA after a tissue 
was thawed and kept at room temperature or at 4°C whereas, in  6esh tissue, the relative amount 
o f m tDNA remained constant (Berger gf aZ., 2001).
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v in . METHODOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
f. jPrgpgraffof:
The methodological process utilised to release nucleic acids &om w ith in  a ce ll, termed 
D N A extraction, is suggested to be the most crucial step in  DNA analysis (Herrman, 1994). 
Despite its  importance, the DNA extraction method is not one "w ritten  in  stone". The method 
used often depends on the tissue type, quantity and quality o f the sample at hand. Comparative 
analysis between extraction methods has been addressed in the literature and in  the Paleo-DNA 
laboratory and is beyond the scope o f this project and thus emphasis w ill be placed only on the 
methods employed.
The DNA extraction method used is ultim ately determined by the type o f sample to be 
analysed and the molecule to be isolated. The isolation o f RNA fo r reverse transcriptase 
processes is achieved through ce ll lysis follow ed by an ethanol precipitation protocol 
(McPherson gt oZ., 2000). Plasmids, bacteriophage cosmids and a rtific ia l chromosome DNA can 
be prepared using any rapid m ini-preps to purifica tion  through cesium chloride gradients 
(McPherson gf aZ., 2000). In  the case o f genomic DNA, any method can be used to isolate plant, 
animal and bacterial DNA (McPherson gt uZ., 2000). For larger genomic D N A ûagments, 
greater than 1000 bp, it  is preferable to use a com m ercially available extraction k it in  order to 
save tim e and money (McPherson gt aZ., 2000). Fragments in  the range o f200 to 1000 bp do not 
require such stringent extraction procedures since they undergo preferential am plification 
(McPherson gf aZ., 2000).
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Specific exhaetion protoeels are required fo r padiologicak forensic an&archaeologieai 
samples. For pathological and forensic samples, D NA can usually be extracted 6om  &esh 
tissues or blood using bo iling  alkaline, a proteinase K  digestion, a Chelex® incubation or a 
guanidinium  incubation (McPherson gf aZ., 2000). The extraction o f D N A &om archaeological 
samples is a much more scrupulous process since degeneration has most like ly  occurred (Hoss gf 
aZ., 1993). Archaeological cases usually involve the study o f chloroplast or m itochondrial DNA 
or genomic ribosomal RNA genes since they are in  m ultip le copies per ce ll (McPherson gf aZ., 
2000).
In  general, liberation o f the DNA from  the cell begins by chem ically perforating the cell 
using extraction buffers containing T ris-H C l, ethylene-diamine- tetra-acetic-acid (EDTA), 
detergents and/or enzymes (Herrman, 1994). The Tris-H C l, EDTA chelates w ith  calcium  ions in  
the cell w a ll weakening it  and allow ing easy extraction (Herrman, 1994). The detergents w ill 
also destabilise the ce ll w a ll by disrupting the phospholipids in  the membrane, w hile the 
enzymes digest any o f the membrane stabilising or trans-membrane proteins which cause the 
breakdown o f the membrane. Sodium or potassium salt containing buffers as w ell as non-ionic 
detergents are used to stabilise the 6ee nucleic acids through the creation o f an isotonic 
environment since they stabilise the DNA and the buffer respectively (Herrman, 1994). 
Depending on the sample type, the ce ll's  protein fa c tio n  may need to be digested using 
proteinase K  or bo iling procedures in  order to degrade or digest the ce llu lar debris (Herrman,
1994). As mentioned, there are numerous physical, chemical and enzymatic extraction 
methodologies that successfully obtain D NA, and should be compared in  order to attain an 
optim al extraction methodology fo r each sample type.
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The amount o f DNA needing to te  extracted fo r furd ier analysis depends on the 
application and the source o f the template (McPherson gf oZ., 2000). Obtaining DNA from  
modem samples is fa r less complicated than obtaining DNA fo m  degraded samples. A  general 
established guide o f 3 x 10  ̂template molecules has proven to be successful. This would require 
approxim ately Ip g  o f human genomic DNA, 10 ng yeast genomic D NA, 1-2 pg o f plasm id DNA 
or 20 pg o f bacteriophage X D N A (McPherson gf aZ., 2000). These quantities are in  no way 
constant since some applications require an increased template number w hile decreasing the PCR 
cycle number and the v ia b ility  o f the templates may vary due to damage and m odification 
reducing the available DNA to be am plified (McPherson gf nZ., 2000).
Traditionally, protocols used in  the extraction o f ancient DNA fn m  fa g ile  specimens 
were no d ifferent f"om  those used fo r extraction o f modem materials. Extrem ely low  copy 
numbers o f D N A in  these ancient specimens meant increased sensitivity to inh ib ition  decreasing 
the efficiency o f further analyses. The source o f these samples may substantially increase 
inh ib itors like  buried archaeological or faecal samples. In  1990, Boom gf. aZ surmounted this 
obstacle through post-extraction purifica tion using silica  particles. These silica  beads, in  the 
presence o f guanidinium  isothiocyanate, a chaotropic agent, form  salt bridges to negatively 
charged polymers such as D NA, allow ing contaminants to be washed away before recovery o f 
the DNA w ith  a suitable elution buffer such as water (Hoss gf aZ., 1993). These methods enable 
D NA purifica tion  d irectly from  cmde extracts o f many ancient m aterials w hile m inim ising 
potential losses o f ancient DNA like ly  taking place during standard procedures invo lving phenol 
extraction and ethanol precipitation.
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There are many techniques employed as a means o f D NA purification. Some methods 
are d irectly linked to D N A extraction o f a sample whereas others are vMy d istinct post-extraction 
procedures. The firs t method o f D NA extract purifica tion  involves the use o f silica  particles that 
have a high DNA binding afGnity (Boom et al., 1990). This procedure is based on the 
observation that DNA w ill bind to silica or glass particles in  the presence o f high concentrations 
o f the chaotropic agent guanidinium  thiocyanate (GuSCN) (Boom et a l., 1990). Centrifugation is 
used to amass the silica  particles into a pellet, w hich is then washed to remove a ll im purities 
from  the silica  particles. Once washed, the silica  particles are then dried in  order to elim inate a ll 
remaining wash buffers. F inally, the purified D N A is eluted 6om  the silica  particles into 
aqueous solution through the application o f heat. This purifica tion  protocol decreases the 
like lihood o f co-purifying PCR inhib itors however the silica  particles themselves may act as 
PCR inhib itors thus requiring the ir fu ll elim ination p rio r to PCR (Yang et a l., 1998). This 
puriGcation too l is w idely used since it  is sensitive, reproducible, rapid, simple, and requires no 
specialised equipment or specialised knowledge o f biochem istry (Boom ef a/., 1990). Since it  
was firs t published in  1990, many researchers have modiGed th is protocol to Gt the ir speciGc 
needs. The procedural modiGcation made by Hoss, et. aZ. in  1993 may be the most extensively 
employed (Hoss gf aZ., 1993).
The silica parGcle method has more recently been adapted to funcGon in  a column. This 
facihtates handling o f the samples, reduces puriGcation tim e and m inim ises the presence o f 
residual silica  pardcles that may act as PCR inhib itors. The most readily available siGca based 
column is the QIAquick™ column by QIAGEN^. This k it allows rapid puriGcaGon o f pre-PCR 
DNA extracts as w ell as post-PCR reacGon clean-up w ith  99.5 % removal precision (Q IAGEN,
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2002b). The Q IAquick puriGcaGon protocol relies on the adsorption o f thoD N Arto the s ilica - 
membrane in  the presence o f high salt w hile contaminants pass through the column. This k it 
includes specific binding buffers to ensure the e ffic ien t binding o f single- or dsDNA as small as 
lOObp and the quantitative (99.5 %) removal o f Gagments smaller than 40 nucleoGdes long. 
ImpuriGes such as salts, enzymes, unincorporated nucleoGdes, agarose, dyes, ethidium  bromide, 
o ils, unwanted prim er and detergents such as DMSO and Tween® do not bind to the silica  
membrane but Gow through the column (Q IAGEN, 2002b). Once the DNA is bound to the 
silica-membrane, any rem aining impuriGes are washed through the column by addiGon o f an 
ethanol-containing buffer combined w ith  centrifugaGon. Further centrifugaGon steps are 
required in  order to ensure the complete removal o f ethanol to prevent PCR inhibiGon. EluGon 
o f the D N A from  the silica-membrane requires low  salt concentraGons under basic condiGons. 
EluGon buffer may include water or the provided buffer EB (10 mM TnsC l, pH 8.5). EluGon in  
TE is not recommended since it  may lead to inhibiGon o f subsequent enzymaGc reacGons 
(Q IAGEN, 2002b).
The Q IAquick punGcaGon k it is invaluable since it  allows fo r simultaneous separaGon o f D NA 
Gom potenGal PCR inh ib ito iy  substances w hile concentrating the D N A and a ll in  less than 5 
minutes. However, the volume held by the Q IAquick column (750 pL) may be considered a 
shortconGng since it  obliges mulGple loading when purifying  the entire D NA extract volume 
(Yang ef a /., 1998). The DNA yie ld  Gom th is column procedure depends on three factors: the 
volume o f the eluGon buffer, how the buffer is applied to the column and the incubaGon tim e o f 
the buffer on the column. Extended incubaGon o f the column at room temperature during the 
eluGon step may increase D N A concentraGon by 1.7 times (QIAGEN, 2002b).
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Post-PCR samples cleæi up has beeiiG rastically simpliGed since the^development o f 
chrom atogr^hy columns. These columns employ gel-G ltration resin that separates molecules 
based on m olecular weight. The resin consists o f spheres w ith  uniform  pores which retain the 
impuriGes or dye term inators w hile the DNA Gagments are excluded and recovered in  the Gow- 
through (Q IAGEN, 2002a). Columns such as the m icro Bio-Spin® P-30 T ris Chromatography 
Column by BIO -RAD or the DyeEx 2.0 Spin K it by QIAGEN® allow  the swiG removal o f dye 
term inators (dRhodamine, DYEnamic ET and BigDye™  tem inators), unincorporated nucleoGdes 
and desalt nucleic acids, proteins and pepGdes. The 30 kDa columns have a sample applicaGon 
volum e o f 20 to 75 pL prom ising a 99 % removal o f ddNTPs and a 95% recovery o f applied 
DNA greater than 22bp (BIO RAD, 2002) w hile the DyeEx columns are lim ited  to 20 pL o f 
sample (QIAGEN, 2002a). EfGcient sample puriGcaGon using the DyeEx columns requires 
sm aller sample volumes since larger volumes increases not only the recovery o f DNA Gagments 
but also the level o f contaminaGon w ith  dye term inators and nucleoGdes (Q IAG EN, 2002a).
c. ^ forage
A  puriGed D N A extract may require immediate analysis and/or storage fo r future study 
or duplicaGon o f analysis. Few storage protocols have been established to elim inate or reduce 
degradaGon o f the DNA during storage penods. One such protocol provided by the supplier 
(Qbiogene) o f a silica  soluGon used fo r punGcation during a phenol-based extracGon, proposes 
stonng the samples in  pure water or TE-buGered soluGons (Hummel, 2003). This is 
accomplished once the extracGon protocol is carried out, by incubating the D N A -silica soluGon 
at 56°C fo r 10-15 minutes, follow ed by a short centrifugaGon and transfer o f the elute to a new 
sample tube (Hummel, 2003). A  study performed by Hummel, ef. oZ. (2003) fo llow ing  this 
protocol demonstrated that low  copy number samples stored in  pure water, at normal reGigerator
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temp>eratures started to  degrade signiGcantly aGer enly-6 to 14- weeks (Hummel, 2Q03).-The 
study clariGed that samples stored as a D N A -silica soluGon showed reduced levels o f 
degradaGon, especially when stored at -20°C  (Hummel, 2003).
Sample storage may also be required p rio r to extracGon. Since storage condiGons vary 
according to sample type, it  is im possible to target one protocol as being the best. Roon, et. aZ. 
(2003) have demonstrated Geezing at -20°C is the best choice G*r storage ofhaG  samples over 
tim e, provided Geeze-thaw cycles are avoided. DNA extracGon Gom hair should take place 
w ith in  six months o f sample collecGon or sooner i f  larger m itochondrial Gagments are to be 
ampliGed (Roon, 2003). Blood samples stored at -20°C  w ithout any previous treatment or 
stored at 4°C fo r longer than 4 days showed a 30 to 40 % decrease in  DNA extraction yield 
(Gustincich ef aZ., 1991). A  larger scale study showed that blood samples are best stored at 4°C 
when extracGon is to  take place w ith in  G)ur weeks (Cushwa et oZ., 1993). Storage o f cells 
containing extrachromosomal cGcular DNA is best accomplished at -70°C in  the G rm  o f a peUet 
or in  liq u id  nitrogen (M arshall ef aZ., 1993). Studies performed on Gssue samples proved storage 
at -70°C w hile m inim ising the number o f Geeze-thaw cycles to be best (Berger eZ aZ., 2001). In  
a ll cases o f sample storage, samples should be protected Gom U V radiaGon and moisture at a ll 
Gmes (Lindahl, 1993).
The invenGon o f the Polymerase Chain ReacGon (PCR) by K ari M u llis  in  1985 has lead 
to many major developments in  m olecular biology, more speciGcally in  D N A research and 
forensic analysis. M u llis , having designed the PCR during a late night drive, attnbutes th is 
im portant discovery partly to chance, naiveté and lucky blunders (M u llis , 1990). P rior to the
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invenGon o f GiePCR, resemehen^relied^nr GloningTenmpG^Gacefimoim ts o f DNA however 
Gie necessary use o f b io logical enGGes was very resGicGve (SunSITE, 1997). ReplicaGon o f a 
duplex D N A region using two DNA prim ers, designed so that the ir 3'-ends pointed towards each 
other, was thought up by Khorana and colleagues in  1971, but repeated cycling w asn't given any 
consideraGon (McPherson eZ u /., 2000). The a b ility  o f PCR to act as an in  v itro  "D N A  
photocopier" allows fo r its  tremendous versaGlity in  the Geld o f DNA analysis (McPherson eZ 
aZ., 2000). ApplicaGons include, the human genome project, single sperm analysis, molecular 
archaeology, m olecular ecology and behaviour research, infecGous disease diagnosis and 
m olecular epidem iology, drug discovery, as w ell as mulGtudes more (W hite, 1996). Later 
innovaGons such as thermostable DNA polymerases (Saiki eZ oZ., 1988) and computerised 
temperature cycling instruments (W ittw er eZ uZ., 1990) allowed the process to be com pletely 
automated once the reagents were m ixed in  a tube (McPherson eZ <zZ., 2000).
PCR relies on enzymaGc ampliGcaGon o f speciGc DNA sequences; the key being two 
oligonucleoGde primers hybridising to opposite strands and Ganking the region o f interest in  the 
target DNA (E rlich, 1989). DNA polymerase accomplishes exponenGal ampliGcaGon o f the 
target region through repeated cycles o f template denaturaGon, pnmer annealing, and extension 
o f the annealed primers (E rlich  eZ oZ., 1991). Each PCR cycle gives nse to double the iniGal 
number o f template D N A, that is to say 20 cycles would yie ld  1 m illio n  fo ld  ampUGcaGon o f the 
target DNA (Casey, 1992).
A standard PCR can be descnbed as having three phases: exponenGal, linear and plateau 
(A B I, 2002). During the exponenGal phase there is exact doubling o f the target DNA at every 
cycle and the reacGon is very speciGc and precise (A B I, 2002). ExponenGal ampliGcaGon occurs 
because a ll the reagents are Gesh and available, therefore pushing the kinetics o f the reacGon to
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favour doubling o f d ie amplicon (A B I, 2002). For the duration o f the linear phase, also referred 
to as the high va ria b ility  phase, the reaction components are being consumed causing the 
reaction to slow and products begin to degrade (A B I, 2002). The fin a l PCR phase is the plateau 
phase at which point the reaction has stopped, no more products are being made and product 
degradation transpires (A B I, 2002). A  g r^h ic a l representation o f a basic PCR reaction can be 
seen below.
iiiiiilllH illliiliiiliillillll
Figure IX - Graphical Representation o f  sigmoidal PCR.
Despite being referred to as a conceptually simple process by the scientific com m unity, 
including M u llis , PCR requires specific reagents and precise experimental protocols fa r specific 
and optim al am plification (M u llis , 1990). The necessary reagents include a PCR buffer, 
deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs), magnesium, oligonucleotide prim ers, DNA polymerase, 
template DNA and water. O ptim ization o f the desired product yie ld  and quality is accomplished 
through adjustment o f the concentrations o f the above-mentioned reagents and reaction 
parameters. Due to the various possible optim ization conditions, general conditions w ill be 
given fo r a few  PCR types; exact optim ised conditions employed in  this w ork w ill be speciGed in
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the procedure section o f this paper. A ll PCRs w ill be described using thermostable DNA 
polymerase
These general PCR requirements can be used to am plify a variety o f target DNA 
sequences fo r numerous applications. PCR reagents can be obtained in  a k it prepared by a 
licensed supplier, however some reagents can be prepared independently. The PCR b u fk r 
should contain, but is not lim ited to: 100 mM Tris-H C l (pH 8.3 at 25°C); 500 mM K C l, 15 mM 
MgClz or MgSO# (not necessarily in  buffer); 1 mg mL'̂  gelatin; 0.1% Tween-20; and 0.1% NP- 
40 (McPherson et u/., 2000). The prepared buffer can then be stored at -20°C (McPherson et a/., 
2000). The Tris-H C l reagent is the key component in  this PCR buffer in  that it  is a dipolar ionic 
buffer w ith  a temperature dependent pH; therefore the pH throughout the PCR w ill range from  
6.8 and 8.3 (McPherson et uZ., 2000). The K C l component aids in  prim er/template annealing, 
although at high concentrations can lead to undesirable nonspeciGc products (McPherson et aZ., 
2000). One source claim s that the elim ination o f K C l and the gelatin is beneGcial (E rlich , 1989).
The concentration o f MgClz in  the PCR m ixture has proven to be a m ajor determ ining 
factor o f speciGcity and yie ld  o f ampliGcaGon (E rlich , 1989). The M g concentraGon present 
determines the efficiency o f the DNA Polymerase therefore a fine range o f 1.2 -1 .3  mM M g 
should be used (McPherson et aZ., 2000). Excess Mg has been found to cause numerous DNA 
Polymerase errors w hile a shortage o f M g causes unspeciGc ampliGcaGon (Henegariu et aZ., 
1997). Due to the parGcular Mg requirements, many PCR buffers are prepared w ithout MgClz so 
that the optim ised amount may be added independenGy (McPherson et aZ., 2000). The amount o f 
Tree Mg in  the PCR m ixture is also determined by the concentraGon o f dNTPs since they 
quanGtaGvely bind Mg^^ (E rlich, 1989). The equim olar binding between the dNTPs and Mg^^
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makes the jo in t consideraGon o f the concentraGon o f both these reagents crucial to achieving the 
desired Gnal concentraGon o f each in  soluGon (McPherson et a/., 2000). Since it  is an equimolar 
binding, it  can easily be stated that you require tw ice as much MgClz than dNTPs.
The dNTPs, dATP, dCTP, dGTP and dTTP, needed to extend the prim er, are added in  
equim olar concentraGons ranging Gom 50 to 200 pM  o f each, allow ing fo r the synthesis o f 6.5 
and 25 pg o f DNA respecGvely (E rlich , 1989). Augmenting the dNTP concentraGon above 200 
pM  increases the misincorporaGon rate o f the DNA Polymerase w hile dim inishing the dNTP 
concentraGon below 50 pM  affects the efficiency o f the PCR (McPherson et a/., 2000).
The oligonucleoGde prim ers are the starting point o f PCR and the ir selecGon is therefore 
crucial to its funcGon. The primers are oligonucleoGde sequences complementary to regions o f a 
known sequence which are on opposite strands o f template DNA and the 3 '(0H )-end points 
towards the other pnmer (McPherson et a /., 2000). DNA polymerase extends the prim ers Gom 
then 3'-end towards theu 5'-end by incorporating the Gee GoaGng dNTPs (E rlich , 1989). When 
selecting PCR primers you must consider the fo llow ing rules:
1. Prim er should be between 20 and 30 nucleoGdes long allow ing fo r good speciGcity fo r a 
unique target sequence (McPherson ct aZ., 2000).
2. Prim er should contain approxim ately equal numbers o f each nucleoGde (McPherson et aZ., 
2000).
3. Primer should have a 35 % to 65 % G-C content. A  string o f adeiGnes or thymines can be 
added at the 5'-end i f  the pnmer is overly guanine-cytosine nch. I f  overly A -T  nch, do the 
same w ith  guanines and cytosines (A lkam i Biosystems, 2002).
4. Primer sequences w ith  signiGcant secondary structure due to internal complementariGes must 
be avoided (E rlich, 1989).
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5. Primers should begin and end w ith  1 to 2 purine bases (A lkam i Biosystems, 2002).
6. Prim er pa ir annealing temperature is generally calculated as 5°C low er than the estimated 
m elting temperature To calculate Ta : [4(G  + C) + 2(A  + T )] - 5°C (Suggs et aZ., 1981).
7. Fhimer sequence doesn't have to be an exact complement to the template D NA, but the Grst 
three bases at the 3'-end should be a perfect match to the template (McPherson et aZ., 2000).
8. Prim er pairs should be checked against each other fo r complementarity, most im portantly, 
avoid primers w ith  3' overlaps in  order to reduce the Gequency o f prim er-dim er (E rlich, 
1989).
Prim er-dim er is a result o f the prim er extending either on its e lf or on another prim er in  the PCR 
(McPherson et aZ., 2000). This phenomenon occurs p rincipally when very few  copies o f 
template DNA are submitted to a high number o f ampliGcaGon cycles (E rlich , 1989). I f  prim er- 
dim er occurs at an early cycle it  can overwhelm a reacGon and become the predominant 
product(McPherson et aZ., 2000). Prim er-dim er can be detected at the bottom  o f an 
electrophoresed polyacrylam ide gel since it  is the sum o f the two prim ers in  length, that is 
anywiiere from  40 to 60 nucleoGdes in  length (E rlich , 1989). Prim er construcGon can vary 
depending on its  purpose, it  is therefore crucial to experiment w ith  d ifferent oligonucleoGde 
sequences either experim entally or through computer simulaGon (A lkam i Biosystems, 2002).
Throughout PCR, speciGc nucleoGdes are added to the prim er by the D N A polymerase to 
extend the DNA chain according to the base pairing rules established by Watson and Cnck (A :T  
and G:C) (Watson e i aZ., 1953). IiGGally, PCR was designed using the K lenow  fragment o f 
^cZzcncAZa coZZ (E. co li) DNA polymerase I to am plify speciGc targets Gom human genonGc 
DNA (E rlich g i aZ., 1991). The Klenow Gagment had two enzyme acGviGes, 5 '-+3 ' DNA 
synthesis acGvity and 3'—+5' exonuclease acGvity (McPherson gf aZ., 2000). A lthough K lenow
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Gagments successGilly per&rm  PCR, they are inactivated at high temperature such as those 
necessary in  the denaturaGon step o f PCR thereG)re requiring new aliquots to be added to the 
PCR m ixture after the denaturaGon step o f each PCR cycle (E rlich  g/ a/., 1991). These tiresome 
addiGons prevented PCR Gom being an automated concept unGl a thermostable DNA 
polymerase; DNA polymerase isolated Gom the therm ophilic bacterium TTigrmiw agaaGci» was 
employed (Saiki gf a/., 1988). DNA Polymerase is a 94 kDa protein that has 5'—»3' exonuclease 
acGvity as w ell as 5'—+3' DNA Polymerase w ith  a processivity o f 50-60 nucleoGdes at an 
extension rate o f 50-60 nucleoGdes per second (nt s'̂ ) (McPherson gf aZ., 2000). This enzyme 
has a h a lf-life  o f approxim ately 40 minutes at 95° C allow ing it  to perform  50 cycles in  a typ ica l 
PCR (McPherson gt aZ., 2000). Use o f the Klenow Gagment restricted the size o f the amplicon 
to 400 nucleoGdes, whereas DNA polymerase allows fo r ampliGcaGon o f an ampGcon as large as 
lOkilobases (E rlich gt aZ., 1991). In  a standard PCR, it  is recommended that 2.5 units o f DNA 
polymerase be utiGsed but can be ac^usted according to desired results (E rlich, 1989).
The iniGal source o f template DNA used by M u llis  was a 25 nucleoGde target Gagment 
o f a plasmid. However, since then, PCRs have been performed using a variety o f sources such as 
genomic DNA, mRNAs, cDNAs, libraries, phage, cosmid, BAC and YAC clones (McPherson gt 
aZ., 2000; M u llis , 1990). The applicaGon and the source o f the template DNA determines the 
amount required fo r a PCR but generally 3x10^ template molecules is a good starting point 
(McPherson gt aZ., 2000). This amounts to 1 pg human genomic D NA, 10 ng yeast genomic 
D NA, Ing  E. coZZ genomic DNA, 1-2 pg o f plasm id or M13 DNA or 20 pg o f bactenophage k 
D NA (McPherson gt aZ., 2000). M olecular archaeological and ancient samples may not contain 
th is amount o f template, due to degradaGon over tim e; therefore PCR condiGons such as sample
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volume, DNA polymerase volume and cycle number may require adjustments. Water is added to 
the PCR m ixture in  order to get the reaction to the desired volume, most oAen 25 or 50 pL.
Typical samples go through three m ajor phases during PCR cycling; dénaturation, 
annealing and extension (M u llis  gt at., 1987). The exact temperatures and tim e o f exposure to 
these condiGons requires opGmizaGon depending on the desired product. The fo llow ing 
guidelines are used most often. Foremost, ssDNA must be obtained through the denaturaGon o f 
dsDNA requiring the sample to be heated to 94°C fo r 1 to 2 minutes (E rlich , 1989). Templates 
having a high guanine and cytosine (GC) content may require increasing the denaturaGon 
temperature to 96°C in  order to ensure complete denaturaGon o f duplex molecules (McPherson 
gf aZ., 2000). However, in  order to retain the highest DNA polymerase acGvity in  the reacGon it 
is pracGcal to lim it the sample's exposure Gme to elevated temperatures (E rlich , 1989).
The annealing temperature determines the stringency o f binding o f the prim er to the 
target DNA sequence therefore establishing the presence or absence o f non-speciGc products 
(McPherson gt aZ., 2000). As a general rule, the higher the annealing temperature, the more 
stringent is the binding meaning that it  w ill only bind to the exact target sequence (McPherson gf 
aZ., 2000). It is feasible to start w ith an annealing temperature o f 55°C fo r a typical 20-base 
oligonucleoGde prim er w ith  a guanine and cytosine content o f about 50 % (E rlich, 1989). The 
annealing does not require much tim e, 30 to 60 seconds, since hybndisaGon occurs almost 
instantaneously due to the extreme molar excess o f prim ers in  the PCR m ixture (E rlich , 1989).
The extension phase is done at the optim al funcGonal temperature fo r the speciGc DNA 
polymerase used and therefore may vary (McPherson gf aZ., 2000). General extension condiGons 
fo r most polymerases is 72°C fo r 1 minute each cycle follow ed by a Gnal PCR setting o f 72°C 
fo r 2 minutes to ensure complete synthesis o f a ll molecules (McPherson gt aZ., 2000). Annealing
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and extension o f the primers may sometimes be done at the same temperature depending on the 
desired product specificity (E rlich , 1989). However, the ranges now available fo r PCR by 
changing the enzymes, buffers or constituents can be dénaturation between 90°C and 104°C fa r 
15 seconds to 10 minutes, annealing between 30°C and 80°C fo r 10 seconds to 5 minutes and 
extension between 50-80°C fo r 30 seconds to 60 minutes w ith  additional denaturing or extension 
steps added as required.
A lthough PCR can am plify a low  copy number o f template DNA into m illions o f copies 
in  a m atter o f hours, the am plification reaction is not in fin ite  (E rlich , 1989). The kinetics o f 
template DNA am plification using PCR resembles a sigmoidal curve, i.e. begins w ith  a lag phase 
o f prim er scanning and in itia l product form ation, follow ed by an exponential accumulation o f 
product, and fin a lly  a late phase or plateau where product accumulation halts (see Figure IX ) 
(McPherson et a /., 2000). The number o f cycles in  a PCR should be kept to a m inim um  required 
to  produce sufficient product fo r analysis since the late phase is inevitable (ErUch, 1989). The 
onset o f the late phase depends prim arily on the in itia l number o f target DNA copies present in  
the sample, the com plexity o f the template and by the tota l amount o f DNA synthesized (E rlich , 
1989). For example, plasm id templates generally require 25 cycles whereas genomic DNA 
requires between 30 and 40 cycles (McPherson gt a/., 2000).
The a b ility  o f the PCR to am plify in fin itesim al amounts o f template D N A into  m illions o f 
copies offers endless applications however it  can also be detrim ental i f  the incorrect sequence is 
am plified (McPherson g/ a/., 2000). This resulting contam ination often originates from  product 
carry over from  a previous PCR, exogenous D N A, cloned DNA molecules carrying the target 
gene, and orig inal template DNA (E rlich  gt a /., 1991). Great care must be taken to avoid a ll 
types o f contamination since its elim ination can be tim e consuming and costly (E rlich  gf a /..
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1991). A liquoting reagents, using a prepared prem ix o f PCR reagents, dedicating specific 
equipment, using positive-displacem ent pipettes or barrier tips and physically separating the 
reaction preparation area 6om  the product analysis area allow  fo r the abolishment o f a ll 
contam ination or at least leads to its significant decrease (E rlich et a /., 1991). More in  depth 
processes such as uracil N-glycosylase, U V irradiation or psoralen and isopsoralen treatment can 
also be used to inactivate DNA synthesized after each PCR cycle in  order to prevent carry-over 
contam ination (McPherson ef a /., 2000).
6. .Hot A ari
A  PCR, where standard reagents are m ixed at room temperature, may result in  high 
background and low  speciGc product yie ld  (B irch, 1996). Despite having an optim al extension 
temperature o f 72°, DNA polymerase was found to retain a considerable enzymatic activ ity w ell 
below th is temperature (E rlich  et a /., 1991). Therefore, i f  reagents are kept at room temperature 
during PCR preparation, non-specific aimealing occurs between pa rtia lly  denatured template 
strands and primers, creating non-specific product, or between two prim ers creating prim er- 
dim er u n til the m ixture reaches a temperature o f roughly 65°C (McPherson et a /., 2000). These 
non-specific products are then partia lly extended and stabilised by the DNA polymerase p rio r to 
the reaction m ixture attaining 72°C fo r extension o f specifically annealed prim ers, therefore 
resulting in  the mass am plification o f non-specific product (E rlich et aZ., 1991). The use o f H ot 
Start PCR, which relies on the physical or chemical separation o f the D N A polymerase u n til the 
desired temperature is attained, is the simplest way to overcome th is d iffic u lty  (B irch, 1996).
The simplest, and most tedious, approach is the physical separation o f the DNA 
polymerase 6om  the reaction m ixture p rio r to attaining the desired temperature. One option is to 
prepare the reaction m ixture in  tubes w ithout the DNA polymerase, then subm it them to the
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in itia l denaturing step at 95 °C fo r the required tim e period. Once this step is completed the 
required amount o f DNA polymerase can then be added to each o f the reaction tubes w hile 
m aintaining a reaction temperature higher than 70°C (McPherson et a /., 2000). This method is 
not preferred fo r processing a large number o f samples due to tim e involvem ent, human error, 
and increased probability o f contam ination (McPherson et a/., 2000).
An alternative method is the use o f a physical barrier between the DNA 
polymerase/template m ixture and the other reagents using a wax barrier or com m ercially 
available wax beads (McPherson et a/., 2000). The m elting temperature o f the beads determines 
the temperature at which reagents w ill be m ixed w ith  the D N A polymerase.
A  th ird  approach to prevent the creation and am plification o f non-specific products is to 
chem ically inactivate the DNA polymerase by means o f neutralising antibodies (McPherson et 
a /., 2000). When bound, the antibodies prevent the DNA polymerase from  reacting, however 
once the high temperature o f the in itia l denaturing step is attained, the antibodies denature along 
w ith  the dsDNA thereby releasing the thermostable, active DNA polymerase and allow ing fo r 
polym erisation (McPherson et a/., 2000).
Although the above-mentioned approaches a ll serve the same purpose, the method o f 
choice involves the use o f a DNA polymerase that is naturally inactive at room temperature, 
Am pliTaq G old*. Am pliTaq G old* is a m odified, inactivated form  o f Am pliTaq polymerase, a 
thermostable DNA polymerase commonly used in  PCR (B irch, 1996). Am pliTaq G old* regains 
its  enzymatic a b ility  once submitted to high temperatures and can therefore replace the 
polymerase in  an existing PCR to make it  a hot start PCR (B irch, 1996). This exchange requires 
the simple addition o f an in itia l denaturing PCR heat cycle, one example being 95 °C fo r 15
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minutes, in  order to activate the polymerase, or running the PCR fo r a extra 10 cycles (B irch,
1996).
M u ltip lex PCR is a variant o f the traditional PCR, invo lving the am plification o f a single 
locus, which allows fo r simultaneous am plification o f two (duplex) or more lo c i in  the same 
reaction (Henegariu et n /., 1997). M ultip lex PCR was firs t used in  1988 in  order to screen fo r 
deletions in  the muscular dystrophy locus (Chamberlain et nZ., 1988). Since then, the m ultip lex 
PCR has extended to many DNA analysis applications such as analysis o f mutations (Shuber et 
oZ., 1993) and polymorphisms (M utirangura et nZ., 1993), quantitative assays (M ansfield et nZ.,
1993), typing o f autosomal and Y  -chromosomal short tandem repeats (STRs), determ ination o f 
sex, reverse transcription PCR (Crisan, 1994), and identihcation o f viruses (Heredia et aZ., 1996; 
Markoulatos &  Georgopoulou et nZ., 2000; Markoulatos &  Mangana-V ougiouka et aZ., 2000; 
Markoulatos et aZ., 1999), bacteria (Hendolin et aZ., 1997) and parasites (H arris et aZ., 1998). 
M ultip lex PCR greatly improve data validation, especially when used fo r analysis o f ancient 
D NA, since they are a step towards individualisation o f the data set (Hummel, 2003). The more 
inform ation obtained simultaneously from  a m ultip lex assay, the less like ly  it  is that this can 
happen only by chance, as w ith  contamination, in  a repeat analysis (Hummel, 2003).
As w ith  the traditional PCR, m ultiplex conditions must be optim ised to yie ld  desired 
results, however this optim isation can be quite problem atic since there is often poor sensitivity 
and specificity and/or preferential am plification o f certain specific targets (M arkoulatos et aZ., 
2002). M ultip lex PCR relies on the use o f m ultip le prim er sets simultaneously and so can easily 
lead to the production o f prim er-dim er, i f  prim er-to-tem plate ratio  is not optim al (M arkoulatos eZ 
nZ., 2002). The most favourable ratio has proven to be a 1 x 10  ̂m olar excess o f prim er w ith
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respect to template (M arkoulatos eZ a /., 2002). A  successful m ultip lex analysis must have good 
prim er design that prevents nonspecific product generation, extensive prim er-dim er form ation 
and preferential am plification as a result o f prim er imbalance characteristics (Hummel, 2003). 
Prim er design parameters such as homology o f primers w ith  the ir target nucleic acid sequences, 
length, guanine-cytosine content and concentration are also key in  m inim ising prim er-dim er 
occurrences in  a m ultip lex reaction (Brownie eZ nZ., 1997). The hot start methods previously 
described may also be applied to a m ultip lex PCR in  order to further reduce prim er-dim er 
form ation (Chou cZ aZ., 1992).
Preferential product ampllGcation can be reduced by u tilis in g  primers w ith  v irtu a lly  
identical optimum annealing temperatures and w ithout significant homology to each other 
allow ing each prim er to bind its target sequence w ith  the same efficiency (Markoulatos eZ aZ., 
2002). Preferential product am plification due to fluctuation in  the interactions between the 
reagents used in  early PCR cycles is termed PCR d rift and most often occurs in  the presence o f 
very low  template concentrations (Wagner eZ aZ., 1994). The mechanism W iich favours 
am plification o f certain templates due to the properties o f the target sequence, the sequence 
flanking the target or the entire genome is referred to as PCR selection (M arkoulatos eZ aZ.,
2002). PCR selection stems from  properties such as guanine-cytosine content variations w ith in  a 
sequence, creating secondary structures that lead to preferential accessibility o f targets w ith in  
genomes and the gene copy number w ith in  a genome (Markoulatos eZ aZ., 2002).
The sensitivity and/or specificity o f a m ultip lex PCR can be greatly improved by 
increasing the concentration o f other PCR elements such as PCR buffer, dNTPs, M gC li and 
enzymes that are used in  simple PCRs (Markoulatos gZ aZ., 2002). Each o f these elements should 
be optim ised separately in  order to determine the most favourable settings to yie ld  the desired
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m ultip lex PCR products. The primers selected fo r the m ultip lex must fo llow  the prim er selection 
rules previously outlined fo r a standard PCR. The concentration o f each prim er to be used in  the 
m ultip lex usually must vary in  order to obtain equal product yields (Henegariu gz aZ., 1997). It is 
best to begin w ith  equimolar concentrations o f each prim er then adjust the concentrations o f each 
prim er independently according to the results as seen using gel electrophoresis or a capillary 
electrophoresis size detection system (Henegariu gZ aZ., 1997). Generally, fo r low  copy number 
or high com plexity DNA, the prim er concentration should be 0.3-0.5 pM  whereas fo r high copy 
number or low -com plexity DNA, the prim er concentration should be 0.04-0.4 pM  (M arkoulatos 
gZ aZ., 2002).
Magnesium Chloride (M gClz) and dNTP concentrations and ratio are crucial to 
m ultip lexing. Any MgClz in  solution has a high binding a ffin ity  fo r dNTPs and DNA, however 
to w ork properly, DNA polymerase requires 6ee magnesium. We must thus ensure that the 
MgClz to dNTP ratio is such that enough M gC l: remains hee in  solution to activate the D NA 
polymerase (Henegariu gZ aZ., 1997). Through much study, it  was found that 200 pM to 400 pM  
o f each dNTP is optim al in  1.5-2 mM o f M gCl2 (Henegariu gZ aZ., 1997). Much lower product 
yie ld  was observed when dNTP and Mg^^ concentrations were below 200 pM  and 1.5 mM 
respectively. Excessive Mg^^ in  solution also decreases product yie ld  since it  stabilises the 
D NA, preventing complete dénaturation from  occurring and also decreases specificity through 
the stabilisation o f erroneous annealing o f the prim er to non-target regions (M arkoulatos gZ aZ., 
2002).
The amount o f template DNA and DNA polymerase must also be az^usted in  a m ultip lex 
PCR. The optim al tota l DNA quantity to be used in  a m ultip lex has been found to be between 30 
and 500 ng per 25 pL reaction (Henegariu gZ aZ., 1997). I f  the amount o f template DNA is below
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th is range (in  the pg range), e ffic ien t and specific am plihcation can be obtained by further 
low ering the annealing temperature by as much as 10-12°C (M arkoulatos cZ a /., 2002). The 
quantity o f D NA polymerase used in  a m ultip lex w ill determine its  eSiciency. The most 
e ffic ien t experimental enzyme concentration is approximately 2.5 units per 50 pL reaction 
(M arkoulatos cZ aZ., 2002). Increasing enzyme quantities above this range results in  preferential 
am plification o f various loc i and a slight increase in  background noise due to the high glycerol 
concentration in  the stock solution (Henegariu eZ aZ., 1997).
The PCR buffer concentration must also be m odified in  order to obtain am plification o f 
the desired sequence hagments. Increasing the buffer concentration from  Ix  to 1.4x improves 
the efBciency and specificity o f the m ultip lex reaction sign ificantly (M arkoulatos gZ aZ., 2002). 
Optim al yie ld  o f longer am plification products can be achieved by decreasing the salt 
concentration, i.e. the buffer concentration, whereas short am plification products are best 
ampliSed in  the presence o f high salt concentrations (Henegariu gZ aZ., 1997).
M ultip lex PCR parameters can d iffe r greatly from  those o f a standard PCR and thus must 
be precisely adjusted to obtain the desired am plification product. Dénaturation temperature and 
tim e most often remain the same (94°C fo r 4 m inutes) as those o f the standard PCR but may vary 
according to fragment sizes. Annealing and extension temperatures must be az^usted according 
to the product size required. To obtain optim al am plification o f short products, it  is 
recommended to decrease the annealing and extension temperatures by 1 °C u n til the desired 
result is obtained (Henegariu gZ oZ., 1997). For favourable am plification o f longer products, the 
annealing and extension temperatures must be increased in  the same way along w ith  the tim e 
allotted fo r extension to occur (Henegariu gZ nZ., 1997). Gradually increasing the annealing 
temperature can also lead to a reduction in  non-specific product am plihcation (Henegariu gZ oZ.,
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1997). For more favourable am plification o f products o f a ll sizes, the extension temperature 
should be set in  the range o f 62-65°C and the annealing temperature should be decreased step­
wise by 2°C (Henegariu cZ a/., 1997). Time devoted to the optim ization o f the above-mentioned 
parameters is not lost since at long last it  leads to tim e e fficient and cost-effective operations.
M ultip lex am plification can be greatly improved in  the way o f efficiency and specificity 
through the use o f PCR additives. As previously mentioned, additives, such as D im ethyl 
Sulfoxide (DMSO), glycerol, fbrmamide, and betaine were found to facilita te  dénaturation by 
relaxing the DNA (M arkoulatos eZ a/., 2002). The adjuvant employed depends on the overall 
m ultip lex conditions and therefore varies greatly. For example, in  some cases 5 % DMSO and 
glycerol were found to yie ld  conflicting results w hile Bovine Serum A lbum in (BSA) (0.8 pg/pL) 
increased efficiency sign ificantly (Henegariu gZ nZ., 1997).
zZ RggZ rZ/Mg f  CR
Prior to real tim e PCR, DNA quantification was accomplished by com bining PCR 
am plihcation w ith  one o f many possible methods, these being agarose gel electrophoresis and 
ethidium  bromide staining, fluorescence labelling and analysis using polyacrylam ide gels, and 
radioactive labelling and Southern b lo tting or detection by photoimaging (G iu lie tti gZ nZ., 2001). 
Despite requiring intensive and laborious post-PCR m anipulation, the above techniques also 
make use o f hazardous chemicals and convey a potential risk fo r laboratory contam ination 
(G iu lie tti gZ oZ., 2001). Further d ifficu ltie s  include ensuring that the PCR was w ith in  the linear 
range o f am plification and find ing a suitable method fo r product detection once the linear 
am plification was accomplished (Schmittgen, 2001).
H iguchi gZ. nZ. (1993) performed the firs t type o f real tim e D N A quantification using 
ethidium  bromide and a video camera as a detection system (H iguchi gZ nZ., 1993). Since then,
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real tim e PCR has changed drastically; ethidium  bromide has been replaced by various non-toxic 
chemistries and the video camera replaced by a laser detector system. These new methods 
provide the a b ility  to m onitor the real-tim e progress o f a PCR allow ing ultim ately lo r 
quantification o f templates such as nDNA, cDNA, mRNA or any other species o f DNA 
(Schmittgen, 2001). Real tim e PCR yields data w ith in  2 to 3 hours, depending on the 
therm ocycling program performed, thus reducing the w aiting period between experiments 
(Schmittgen, 2001). There are many additional advantages to using real tim e PCR such as high 
throughput, enhanced sensitivity, closed tube system, reduced result variation, elim ination o f 
post PCR manipulations and simultaneous m ultip lex reactions (Schmittgen, 2001).
There are currently only a few different methods used in  real tim e fo r absolute 
quantihcation, a ll o f which are based on the measurement o f fluorescence during the progression 
o f a PCR (K le in , 2002). Each method enables us to create a curve o f PCR product versus the 
emitted fluorescence in  order to establish the exponential phase o f the PCR (K le in , 2002). Since 
these methods are based on the theoretical fact that there is a quantitative relationship between 
the amount o f starting target sample and the amount o f PCR product at any given cycle number 
the in itia l copy number can be calculated from  the curve (A B I, 2002). A  typ ica l real tim e output 
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Figure X - Sigmoidal DNA amplification during Real Time PCR.
Figure from Applied Biosystems DNA/RNA Real-Time Quantitative PCR bulletin.
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PCR am plification is best detected during the early phase o f the reaction, more specifically in  the 
exponential phase (A B I, 2002). The reporter system to be used is chosen by considering its test 
sensitivity, ava ilab ility  and cost.
The simplest and most cost effective detection system used in  real tim e PCR involves the 
use o f the intercalating dye SYBR Green. This dye binds the M inor Groove o f dsDNA, 
increasing the intensity o f the fluorescent emissions as more double stranded amplicons are 
produced (A B I, 2002). This technology can be applied to already established PCR conditions 
however since the dye is not sequence specific, PCRs require careful optim isation to  m inim ise 
binding between the dye and non-specific products (K le in , 2002). Non-specihc products may be 
identified using a m elting curve analysis (K le in , 2002). The emitted fluorescence is proportional 
to the amount dsDNA present at any given tim e and thus allows fo r the calculation o f the in itia l 
template copy number.
The other methods used as real tim e detection systems are based on the employment o f 
additional fluorescently labelled oligonucleotides. This hybridisation probe chem istry relies on 
the 5'—» 3'-exonuclease activ ity o f DNA polymerase and the use o f dual-labelled oligonucleotide 
probes which em it a fluorescence signal only on cleavage based on the Fluorescent Resonant 
Energy Transfer (FRET) principles (G iu lie tti eZ a/., 2001). The sequence specific probe is 
fluorescently labelled w ith  6-FAM  at its  5' end and has a fluorescence quencher at its  3' end. 
D uring the extension phase o f real tim e PCR, the D N A polymerase enzyme cleaves the non- 
extendable FRET probe distancing the fluorophore from  the quencher thus leading to varying 
degrees o f fluorescence (G iu lie tti cZ aZ., 2001). This fluorescence is then detected and quantified 
by the real tim e instrument employed. Advantages o f th is detector system include superior
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specificity due to individual probe design and m ulti-coloured fluorescent detection however; the 
sensitivity o f th is detector has not yet been established.
Another reporter system used fo r real tim e PCR relies on oligonucleotide probes, termed 
m olecular beacons, which em it fluorescence when hybridized to a target sequence o f D NA. A  
m olecular beacon resembles a hairpin loop having a fluorophore at one extrem ity bound to a 
quencher at the other. Once the hairpin loop section o f the molecular beacon is hybridized to the 
target region o f the template DNA, it  undergoes a conform ational change. This new 
conform ation results in  fluorescence since the fluorophore and quencher are no longer bound 
together. The cycle number at which the level o f fluorescence rises above a background 
threshold value is inversely proportional to the log o f the in itia l number o f template copies 
(Burgos eZ oZ., 2002).
g. PQ(_ĵ A(6ZZZon
PCR inh ib ition  is a m ^o r source o f PCR fa ilure. PCR fa ilure due to inh ib ition  is 
recognised by the lack o f any prim er dimers, lack o f any smears or any other nonspecific 
am plification products (Hummel, 2003). Common inhib itors include various components o f 
body flu ids and reagents encountered in  c lin ica l and forensic science (e.g., haemoglobin, urea 
and heparin), food constituents (e.g., organic and phenolic compounds, glycogen, fats, and Ca^^), 
and, environmental compounds (e.g., phenolic compounds, humic acids, tannins, m aillard 
products, A ll vie acids and heavy metals) depending on the taphonomy o f the sample (Hummel, 
2003; W ilson, 1997). Other, more widespread inhib itors include constituents o f bacterial cells, 
non-target DNA and contaminants, and laboratory items such as pollen, glove powder, 
laboratory plasticware and cellulose (W ilson, 1997). Inh ib ition  may be seen in  extracted 
samples as a yellow  to dark brown staining o f the sample materials before and during extraction
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and by speciAc characteristics, such as in  spectrophotometric analysis (Hummel, 2003). The 
lanes on an agarose gel containing PCR inh ib ition  Auoresce in  a bright turquoise colour when 
illum inated at 254 nm U V lig h t (Hummel, 2003). Another source o f inh ib itio n  is collagen, 
which makes up a m ^o r portion o f the organic fraction o f bone m aterial. This inh ib ito r can be 
identified as an autoAuorescent smear m igrating along w ith  DNA o f about 500 to 1000 bp on an 
unstained agarose gel (Hummel, 2003).
PCR inhibiAon may be to ta l or parAal and can manifest its e lf as complete reacAon fa ilure 
or as reduced sensiAvity or detecAon (W ilson, 1997). Inh ibitors generally act at one or more o f 
three essenAal points in  the reacAon. F irst, they interfere w ith  the ce ll lysis necessary fo r 
extracAon o f DNA thus not allow ing fo r fu ll exposure o f nucleic acids as targets or 
ampAAcaAon. This inhibiAon may be prevented by bo iling  the sample in  order to separate the 
structural and D NA-binding proteins Aom the DNA (W ilson, 1997). Secondly, inhibitors 
interfere by nucleic acid degradaAon usually due to hydrolysis, non-enzymaAc methylaAon 
oxidaAve damage and enzymaAc degradaAon or sequestraAon m ainly by Mg^^. N ucleic acid 
sequestraAon and degradaAon may be overcome by physicochemical separaAon o f target DNA 
Aom destrucAve compounds im m ediately after ce ll lysis (W ilson, 1997). Last o f a ll, inh ib itors 
may impede polymerase acAvity fo r ampllAcaAon o f target DNA (W ilson, 1997). For example, 
hunAc compounds interfere w ith  lyAc enzymes (Jacobsen cZ a/., 1992), bind to DNA causing 
template inhibiAon and proteins (X ia  cZ aZ, 1995), and interfere w ith  the binding between target 
DNA and polymerase (Tebbe cZ aZ, 1993). Urea may denature the DNA polymerase leading to 
enzyme inhibiAon o f the PCR (W ilson, 1997). Proteinases and dénaturants used fo r ce ll lysis 
were found to inacAvate polymerase when DNA puriAcaAon is inadequate (W ilson, 1997). The
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use o f addiAves in  a PCR such as BSA or DMSO resAict inhibiAon by factors, including 
proteases, by acting as an altemaAve substrate fo r catalysis by these enzymes (W ilson, 1997).
When PCR inhibiAon is suspected or detected, the DNA extract requires an addiAonal 
pre-PCR clean-up step. Several simple methods have been developed to decrease or elim inate 
the occurrence o f PCR contaminaAon. Some methods are simple including dialysis against large 
volumes o f solvents or centrifugaAon in  CsCl gradients, but involve the sacnAce o f substanAal 
amounts o f the onginal sample and other m aterials (M oreira, 1998). Enhanced methods are 
h igh ly speciAc and directed only against concrete contaminants and usually involve expensive 
m aterials; these include ion-exchange columns, glass bead extracAon, immunomagneAc 
separaAon, size-exclusion chromatography, anion-binding resin or spin columns (W ilson, 1997).
There are many addlAves that aid PCR in  diverse and complex ways, the biochem istry o f 
some affects is sAU uncertain. Betaine (N ,N ,N -trim ethylglycine = 
[carboxym ethyljtrim ethylam m onium ), an isostabilising agent, equalises the contribuAon 
o f GC- and AT-base pairing strengthening the hybndisaAon and thus the stab ility  o f the 
D NA duplex and increasing the yield and speciAcity o f PCR products (Don eZ nZ, 1991). The 
addlAon o f betaine may alter the m elting temperature o f the template DNA in  certain cases, thus 
altering the optim al annealing condiAons o f a parAcular reacAon (Frackman eZ aZ, 2002). 
D im ethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO) at 2-20 % may be necessary fo r ampliAcaAon o f some templates, 
and is proposed to reduce secondary structure and is parAcularly useful fo r GC nch templates. 
However, at 20 % DMSO has been shown to reduce Togr polymerase acAvity by up to 50 % and 
should be cauAously applied (Gelfand, 1988; Henegariu eZ aZ, 1997). Bovine serum albunAn 
(BSA) is a w idely used PCR additive due to its versaAly and economical value (Kreader, 1996).
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BSA has proven particularly successful when attempting to am plify ancient DNA or templates 
which contain PCR inh ib itors, including melanin or ethanol (Bames eZ a/., 2000; Giambemardi 
gZ aZ, 1998) however, some cauAon its  use due to potenAal bovine contaminaAon. The use o f 
fbrmamide as a PCR addiAve has received m ixed reviews. Gelfand (1988) has reported that 
fbrmamide concentraAons o f 1-5 % and 10 % have not reduced the Tag polymerase acAvity, in  
contrast Sarkar cZ. aZ (1990) claims that 1.25 % fbrmamide is as eSecAve as 2.5 % and 5 % and 
that in  PCR uAlising 10 % fbrmamide ampliAcaAon does not occur (Gelfand, 1988; Sarkar cZ aZ, 
1990). The use o f tétraméthylammonium chlonde as a PCR addiAve elim inates the need fb r 
individual hybndisaAons w hile increasing PCR speciAcity in  templates w ith  d iffe ring  G-C 
content (Jung gZ aZ, 2002; Ossewaarde gZ aZ, 1992). When added in  the place o f dGTP in  the 
PCR m ix, 7-deaza-2 ' -deoxyguanosine (dCvGtp) aids in  the ampliAcaAon o f long template DNA 
w ith  high GC content; parAcularly when aAempting to am plify DNA templates o f poor quality 
(Jung gZ aZ, 2002). The T4 gene 32 protein (gp32), a ssDNA binding protein, facilitates PCR by 
binding w ith  denatured strands o f DNA retarding its  re-annealment, w hile sAmulaAng DNA 
polymerase (Kreader, 1996). Despite increasing reacAon costs, gp32 has proven its w orth since 
it  enhances long PCR product yield w hile relieving inhibiAon at concentrations as low  as 20 ng/ 
pL (Kreader, 1996). PCR speciAcity and efAciency can be greatly increased through the 
addiAon o f glycerol at 5 % to 10 % (v/v), although advantages may vary, thus requiring 
experimental use (Henegariu gZ aZ, 1997; Lu gZ aZ, 2004; Varadaraj gZ aZ, 1994). Polyethylene 
glycol (PEG) is a useful addiAve when the DNA template concentraAon is very low , as it 
promotes macromolecular associaAon by solvent exclusion fac ilita ting  the binding o f the DNA 
polymerase to the template (Pomp gZ aZ, 1991). N on-ionic detergents such as Tnton X-100, 
Tween 20 and Nonidet P-40 along w ith  gelaAn are rouAnely used PCR addiAves due to the ir
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a b ility  to prevent Tag polymerase enzyme aggregadon and decrease secondary structure 
optim ising ampliAcaAon (Varadaraj gZ aZ, 1994). W ell-established proprietary addiAve m ixtures 
include Q IAG EN/Q -Solution; Novagen's NovaTag™  PCR OptimisaAon BuAer and many more 
are available A"om the ir respecAve companies, to enhance PCR.
g  DA^.gggagM çz^
D N A sequencing techniques are key tools in  many Aelds including archaeology, 
anthropology, geneAcs, biotechnology, m olecular biology, and forensic sciences. Four 
sequencing methods have been developed over the past th irty  years: Sanger's method, Maxxam 
and G ilbert method, pyrosequencing (PPi) and single molecule sequencing w ith  exonuclease.
The Arst sequencing method, conceived by Sanger and Coulson in  1975, was called 'p lus and 
m inus' and relied on E$g/zgrzc/zzn coZz DNA polymerase I and DNA polymerase A"om 
bacteriophage T4 (England, 1972,1971) w ith  diAerent lim itin g  nucleoside triphosphates. The 
resulting products were resolved by ionophoresis on polyacrylam ide elecAophoresis (PAGE). 
The 'p lus and m inus' method was found to be inadequate and was quickly replaced by Sanger 
and his co-workers in  1977 w ith  a new breakthrough method fo r sequencing oligonucleoAdes via  
enzymaAc polymensaAon. This method, in itia lly  known as the chain terminaAon method or 
dideoxynucleoAde method consists o f a catalysed enzymaAc reacAon that polymenses the D N A 
Augments complementary to the template DNA o f interest (Sanger gZ nZ, 1977). D N A synthesis 
begins w ith  the annealing o f a ^^P-labelled prim er to the template follow ed by catalyAc 
polymerisaAon o f dNTPs onto the DNA by DNA polymerase. The growing D N A chain extents 
by polymerisaAon unAl the enzyme incorporates a modiAed nucleoside, called a 
dideoxynucleoside triphosphate (ddNTP) (Sanger gZ nZ, 1977). This method was performed in  
four diAerent tubes each containing one o f the four ddNTPs. A ll generated fragments had the
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same 5'-end, however the residue at the 3'-end was determined by the ddNTP used in  the 
reacAon. Once a ll four reacAons were complete, the m ixture o f d ifferent sized DNA Augments 
was resolved by electrophoresis on a denaturing polyacrylam ide gel in  four parallel lanes. 
Autoradiography allowed the unknown sequence to be visualised. An altemaAve method is to 
use radioacAvely labelled ddNTPs rather than a labelled prim er.
The Sanger method has two different approaches that are most utilised: shotgun and 
prim er w alking (G riffin  eZ a /., 1993). F irst, the shotgun or random approach is a h it and miss 
process where there is no control o f the region that is going to be sequenced. This process 
begins w ith  random AagmentaAon o f the DNA into  2 to 3 kb secAons. The Augments are then 
inserted into a vector and replicated in  a bacterial culture. Next, numerous posiAve 
ampllAcaAons are chosen and sequenced. The shotgun sequencing approach generated overlaps 
in  many regions and high levels o f redundancy (Adams eZ nZ, 1996). The second approach to the 
Sanger method, prim er w alking, involves the dAect sequencing o f unknown DNA w ith in  sites in  
w hich the sequence is known. A  firs t sequencing reacAon is performed on an ampliAed vector 
containing the target DNA, using the prim ers that hybridise to the vector sequence and 
polymerise the strand complementary to the template (Studier, 1989). O f the newly generated 
sequence, a second prim ing sire is then chosen fo llow ing  the same direcAon (M artin-G allardo gZ 
aZ, 1992). A  genome-sequencing project cannot be realised solely by the shotgun approach and 
eventually, some part o f the sequence has to be generated by prim er w alking due to its  focused 
nature. This second approach to the Sanger method is valuable since it  reduces redundancy 
(Voss gZ aZ, 1993) however; it  requires the synthesis o f each new prim er, w hich is lengthy and 
cosAy.
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There have been many DNA labelling strategies designed to s im p lify  ddNTP detecAon. 
The firs t label design used (B iggin eZ a/., 1983) which proved to be hazardous and thus 
needed to be replaced. The firs t altemaAve, designed in  1989, was based on chemiluminescent 
detecAon w ith  b io tin  streptavidin system in  which the 5'-end o f an oligonucleoAde linked to 
bioAn was used as the pnmer in  the sequencing reacAon (Beck gZ aZ, 1989; Cherry gZ aZ, 1994). 
This method offered many advantages including direct sequencing from  the PCR products, 
elim inaAon o f the cloning step (Debuire gZ aZ, 1993; Douglas gZ aZ, 1993) and the a b ility  to 
mulAplex several reacAons on the same gel and detect one at a tim e w ith  appropnate enzyme- 
linked prim ers (G illevet, 1990). A  second altemaAve allowed a ll four sequencing reacAons to be 
performed in  one lane through the use o f four d ifferent Auorescent dyes (Sm ith gZ aZ, 1986).
The four dyes were each appended to the 5'-end o f the prim er and each labelled prim er was 
associated w ith  a parAcular ddNTP. This dye-prim er chemistry underwent a considerable 
advancement w ith  the introducAon o f energy transfer (ET) dyes (Ju &  Kheterpal gZ aZ, 1995; Ju 
&  Ruan gZ aZ, 1995). The ET dyes are comprised o f two dyes per pnm er, one donor and the 
other an acceptor dye. The donor can either by a Auorescein (FAM ™ ) or a cyanine (Cy5) 
derivaAve (Hung gZ aZ, 1996) at the 5'-end. The discrim inating dyes, the acceptors, are 
optim ally located about 10 bases along the prim er and include F AM ™ , JOE™, TAM RA™  and 
ROX™  (Ju &  Kheterpal gZ aZ, 1995). These dyes are evenly excited by a single wavelength 
(488nm) and undergo m inim al electrophoreAc m ob ility  shifts m aking the ir use h igh ly 
advantageous.
Complete automation o f the Sanger method was hindered by the com plexity o f 
automating gel preparaAon, sample loading and post-elecAophoresis gel Aeatment. These 
difficulAes were overcome through the replacement o f gel electrophoresis w ith  capillary
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elecAophoresis (CE). CE is a fast technique fo r separaAon and analysis o f biopolymers which 
employs narrow-bore p fused silica  capillaries and high electric Aeld (Cohen eZ aZ, 1987). CE is 
approxim ately ten times faster than slab gel electrophoresis since it  can contain a higher electric 
Aeld and thus a faster separaAon. The analysis tim e decreased further w ith  the use o f gel-AUed 
capillaries w ith  laser-induced Auorescence (Cohen eZ aZ, 1990). Once separaAon temperature 
(K lepam ik gZ aZ, 1996), polyacrylam ide polymerisaAon (Goetzinger gZ aZ, 1998), base-calling 
software (Brady gZ aZ, 2000), sample puriAcaAon (Ruiz-M artinez gZ aZ, 1998)and injecAon 
(Salas-Solano gZ aZ, 1998) were optim ised, CE analysis o f biopolym ers became common 
pracAce.
Maxam and G ilbert developed a second sequencing methodology based on chemical 
degradaAon in  1977. This method relies on speciAc chemical agents that random ly cleave end- 
labelled DNA Augments at adeiAne, cytosine, guanine or thym ine posiAons (Maxam gZ aZ,
1977). The chemical attack occurs in  three steps: base modiAcaAon, removal o f the modiAed 
base Aom its  sugar, and D N A strand breakage at that sugar posiAon (Maxam gZ aZ, 1977). The 
reacAon products are then separated using PAGE and read manually. This method enables 
sequencing o f either dsDNA or ssDNA Aom chromosomal DNA. This type o f sequencing can 
either begin w ith  digesAon w ith  an appropnate restricAon enzyme (Maxam gZ aZ, 1980) or w ith  
an inserted or rearranged DNA region (Maxam, 1980). The D NA template is then end-labelled 
on one o f the strands, ongina lly w ith (Maxam gZ aZ, 1980) but eventually w ith  
[^^Sjdideoxyadenosine 5 ' -(a-thio)Aiphosphate ([̂ ^SjddATPaS) and term inal 
deoxynucleoAdyltransferease due to the ir increased life tim e , low-em ission energy, increase in  
autoradiograph resoluAon and higher stab ility  aAer labelling (Omstein gZ aZ, 1985).
Nonetheless, this labelling technique was quickly replaced w ith  a less toxic chemiluminescent
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label. This label involved the transfer o f the chem ically cleaved DNA fragment from  a 
sequencing gel onto a nylon membrane follow ed by selecAve hybridisation to DNA 
oligonucleoAdes w ith  alkaline phosphatase or w ith  b io tin , leading direcAy or indirecAy to the 
deposiAon o f the enzyme. The main advantages o f the M axam -G ilbert and other chemical 
methods when compared to the Sanger method are that a fragment can be sequenced Aom the 
orig inal DNA Augment, instead o f Aom enzymaAc copies. A lso, no subcloning and no PCR 
reacAons are required, and that this method is less suscepAble to mistakes w ith  regard to 
sequencing o f secondary structures or enzymaAc mistakes (Boland eZ nZ, 1994). F ina lly, some 
o f the chemical protocols are recognised by d ifferent authors as being simple, easy to control, 
and the chemical distincAon between the d ifferent bases is clear (Negri gZ oZ, 1991). Despite its  
numerous advantages, the M axam -G ilbert sequencing method holds speciAc negaAve aspects. A  
m inor dow nfall o f this method is that the chemical reacAons o f most protocols are slow and 
involve the use o f hazardous chemicals, which require special handling care. A  m ajor drawback 
is that the occurrence o f incomplete reacAons decreases the read-lengths through the inducAon o f 
electrophoreAc m ob ility polidispersion.
A  thAd DNA sequencing method, termed pyrosequencing, is a real-tim e technique based 
on the detecAon o f the pyrophosphate (PPi) released during the DNA polymerisaAon reacAon 
(Hyman, 1988; Nyren gZ nZ, 1985; Ronaghi gZ aZ, 1996). IiA A ally used fo r conAnuous 
m oiAtoring o f DNA polymerase acAvity in  1985, This reacAon begins w ith  the tria l o f each 
dNTP in  the nucleic acid polymerisaAon reaction. When D NA polymerase incorporates one o f 
the dNTPs into the chain extension, PPi is released. Conversion o f PPi to ATP via  ATP 
sulphuiylase is quick to fo llo w  em itting lig h t through the AreAy luciferase that catalyses lu c ife rin  
in to  oxyluciferin. The number o f dNTPs incorporated per chain at that step is proporAonal to  the
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average number o f em itted photons per chain in  a given step. The D N A sequence can then be 
determined sim ply by noAng i f  incorporaAons occur and by counting the number o f 
incorporaAons in  a given attempt. Altem aAvely, the amount o f lig h t emiAed can be measured by 
avalanche photodiode, photom ulAplier tube or w ith  a charged-coupled device camera. A t 
present, there are two d istinct pyrosequencing tacAcs: solid-phase sequencing and liquid-phase 
sequencing. The solid-phase approach, which employs a three-enzyme m ixture, requires binding 
o f the template to a solid support, such as a magneAc bead, in  order to avoid a decrease in  signal 
as w ell as a template-washing step between nucleoAde addiAons to remove the non-incorporated 
dNTPs and ATP resulting from  sulfuiylase acAvity (Ronaghi eZ nZ, 1996). In  liquid-phase 
sequencing, a fbur-enzyme approach, a nucleoAde-degrading enzyme, apyrase, is added to 
elim inate the washing steps; the enzyme degrades the unreacted nucleoAdes and ATP produced 
(Ronaghi eZ oZ, 1998).
Pyrosequencing has displayed many advantages. P rim arily, th is technique elim inated the 
need fb r labelled primers, labelled nucleoAdes and gel electrophoresis. AddiAonally, the solid- 
phase reacAon allows fb r detecAon in  real Ame w ith  a cycle tim e o f about two minutes. In  
addition, the pyrosequencing reacAon is perfbrmed at room temperature and physiological pH, is 
adaptable fb r mulAplexed sample processing and short chains can be adequately sequenced since 
the signal-noise ratio remains relaAvely high even after fb rt)' cycles, (Ronaghi cZ nZ, 1998) w hile 
being ve iy cost effecAve (Ronaghi, 2001). This method does however have a sigiAAcant number 
o f disadvantages, some o f which include loss o f template and thus decreased signal due to 
mulAple wash steps in  the solid-phase approach (Ronaghi cZ nZ, 1996) and intermediate product 
accumulaAon in  phase liquid-phase leading to signiAcantly reduced apyrase acAvity in  later 
cycles o f the reacAon (Ronaghi eZ nZ, 1998). Pyrosequencing is m ainly used in  the analyses o f
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secondary structure, such as hairpin structures (Ronaghi cZ aZ, 1999), (Zg novo DNA sequencing 
fb r short- and m edium-length DNA fragments (Nordstrom eZ aZ, 2000), mutadon detecAon 
(Garcia cZ aZ, 2000), and analysis o f single-nucleoAde polymorphisms (Ahmadian eZ aZ, 2000).
The fin a l sequencing methodology, single-molecule sequencing, was firs t devised as a 
laser-based technique that allows fb r the fast sequencing o f DNA Augments o f 40 kb or more at a 
rate o f 100-1000 bases per second (JeA gZ aZ, 1989). This system relies on the detecAon o f 
ind ividual Auorescent nucleoAdes in  a Rowing sample stream (Harding gZ aZ, 1992; Shera gZ aZ, 
1990). This method occurs in  fbur disAnct stages:
1) The bases w ith in  a single Augment o f DNA are AuorescenAy labelled.
2) The labelled fragment is attached onto a microsphere and the suppoAed DNA 
fragment m igrated into a Rowing buffer stream (Davis gZ aZ, 1991).
3) The labelled D N A is digested w ith  exonuclease that sequenAally cleaves the 3'-end 
nucleoAdes.
4) The individual AuorescenAy labelled bases are detected and idenAAed o f as they cross 
a fbcused laser beam (Goodwin gZ aZ, 1997).
Though this innovaAve sequencing technique yields results faster than a ll other methods, there 
are s till many problems that remain to be unravelled. Such issue involve improved buffer 
quality, integraAon o f a selecAon step, biochem ical basis to label complementary DNA sAands 
w ith  fbur disAnct nucleoAdes and improved polymerases and exonucleases fb r rapid and efdcient 
sequencing (Stephan gZ aZ, 2001).
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IX . PROJECT
i. OffgfZwM
How does the nature and structure o f DNA change through the process o f degradation?
The purpose o f th is research is to assess the quality and quandty o f DNA w ith in  a sample 
so that the nature and structure o f DNA could be studied and how it  changes through the process 
o f degradation. This project focuses on a number o f characterisAcs o f degraded DNA including 
AagmentaAon, quanAty, and single nucleoAde damage. There are numerous mechanisms 
through which each o f these features can occur; although each mechanism was not studied the 
infbrmaAon generated is ju s t as infbrmaAve. FragmentaAon can indicate single or double strand 
breaks w ith in  the D NA, which can be caused by oxidative, hydrolyAc, enzymaAc or physical 
damage. The D NA AagmentaAon w ill be evaluated through the design o f novel mulAplex PCRs 
coupled w ith capillary electrophoresis detecAon and analysis. Single nucleoAde damage can be 
caused by the same process but are manifested in  DNA as abasic sites, single stranded nicks, 
modiAed bases or cross-linked to other molecules. We w ill use D NA sequencing fbllow ed by 
detailed data analysis to determine the trend o f DNA degradaAon over tim e. Sample 
quanAAcaAon w ill indicate the relaAve recovery and preservaAon o f DNA. The relaAve 
quanAAcaAon o f our samples using real Ame PCR w ill compare the number o f DNA copies 
w ith in  a modem to that w ith in  samples o f unknown age. This w ork and further research w ill 
more accurately provide an understanding o f the nature and structure o f DNA in  degraded 
samples especially fbrensic or archaeological samples.
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ZM. MgZAozZo/ogy
Method design includes opAmisation o f mulAplex PCR, real-tim e PCR and c ^ illa ry  
electrophoresis to detect and charactense DNA damage. This characterisaAon involves the 
design o f a h igh ly speciAc m ultip lex PCRs, which target precisely selected A-agments w ith in  a 
DNA target region. This project w ill include the design o f three mulAplex PCRs including a 
m tDNA, a nDNA and a Y-chromosome mulAplex. Though a ll three w ill be designed and 
applied concurrenAy, the m tDNA mulAplex w ill be used in  exemplary analysis o f AagmentaAon 
trends. The quanAAcaAon analysis o f Augment distribuAon using capillary electrophoresis 
detection, coupled w ith  Genescan® analysis so Aware, w ill allow  us to determine the extent o f 
AagmentaAon o f various DNA samples. Once designed, a ll three mulAplex PCRs act as a D NA 
AagmentaAon assessment tool ultim ately determ ining the in tegrity o f the DNA.
The post-mulAplex PCR DNA sequencing o f the region o f interest w ill iden tify single 
nucleotide damage over tim e. The Augment size o f interest w ill be targeted using the appropnate 
pnmer set then sequenced, using an automated Sanger method coupled w ith  Genescan®
Analysis so Aware, in  order to uncover any alteraAons to  the ind ividual DNA molecules caused 
by direct or indirect DNA damage to a known reference sample.
The coupling o f these AagmentaAon and sequence assessments w ith  real tim e PCR 
quanAAcaAon w ill compare the relative number o f copies w ith in  a modem D NA sample to that 
o f older samples o f unknown integrity. This approach w ill determine the relaAve rate o f DNA 
degradation over tim e using a speciAed DNA Augment as a model.
fV.
A  study w ill be conducted using DNA extracted Aom modem blood samples stored in  
various condiAons fb r various lengths o f tim e in  order to simulate the degradaAon o f DNA over
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Ame. A  Arst set o f D NA samples w ill be extracted using the DNA Stat Blood K it produced by 
Stratagene*, assessed using the m tDNA AagmentaAon mulAplex PCR and stored in  water at - 
20°C. The Augment distribuAon o f these samples w ill be evaluated at speciAc Ame intervals in  
order to assess the AagmentaAon o f m tDNA stored over Ame at speciAc temperatures. The 
resulting PCR products w ill also be employed to evaluate sequence A delity over tim e. These 
products w ill be sequenced at speciAc Ame intervals and compared to the reference sequence.
The reference sequence w ill be a freshly extracted DNA sample Aom the same individual as the 
set o f twelve.
We w ill also assess the effect o f DNA in  assorted buAer soluAons. One set (3 extracts) o f 
samples Aom the same individual w ill be stored in  each o f three separate buffers (water. T ris and 
TE) thus requiring three sorts o f sample puriAcaAon (s ilica  bead, Q IAquick columns and P-30 
chromatography columns respecAvely). The use o f three d ifferent buffers allows us to determine 
the efAciency o f each one at preserving the D N A w hile stored in  soluAon. Each sample, in  each 
buffer is stored at 4°C and at -20°C fb r a period o f 12 months, allow ing fb r the idenAAcaAon o f 
the most beneAcial storage temperature. It is imperaAve that the samples be w ell labelled and 
tracked using A)rensic analysis procedures and documentaAon throughout the process to avoid 
any confusion or false conclusions.
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X. METHODS AND PROCEDURES
i.
The fragm entation analysis was carried out on ten DNA extract o f vdiole blood, Aom the 
same ind ividual, extracted using the DNA Stat* Blood K it supplied by Stratagene. These D N A 
extracts were then puriAed using the M icro B io-S pin* P-30 Tns Chromatography Columns w ith  
a buffer exchange protocol in order to have puriAed DNA in  three d ifferent buffer soluAons,
T ris, TE and ddHzO. E ight o f the DNA extracts were puriAed using ddH20 as a buffer whereas 
one extract was puriAed using each TE and Tns. Each extract underwent an inAal detecAon PCR 
using the Hot Start protocol in  order to confirm  successful extracAon o f the DNA. Once the 
DNA extracAon procedure was venAed, a ll extracts were analysed using the m itochondrial 
AagmentaAon m ulAplex. Six o f the eight 50pL DNA extracts in  ddH20 were then aliquoted into  
15pL volumes fb r storage at -20°C. The other two bulk extracts in  ddH20 were stored at -20°C 
im m ediately after puriAcaAon and w ill be used fb r the Aeeze/thaw analysis. Both the TE and 
Tns bulk extracts were stored at -20°C w ithout aliquoting and were used to compare the 
degradaAon w ith in  certain storage buffers aAer 14 days o f storage.
The effects o f mulAple Aeeze/thaw cycles were assessed using the two bulk extracts in  
ddH20 stored w ithout aliquoAng. The extracts were removed Aom -20°C storage and allowed to 
thaw at room temperature u n til a visual assessment conArmed complete thaw ing. The thawed 
extracts were then im m ediately analysed using the m tDNA AagmentaAon m ulAplex protocol and 
returned to -20°C fb r further storage. This ffeeze/thaw procedure was repeated unAl the D N A 
extract was Aagmented below 133 base pairs in  length.
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The D N A samples used fo r DNA quantification through real tim e PCR were extracted 
6om  bone using the guanidinium  thiocyanate protocol follow ed by puriGcation using the silica 
bead protocol. A ll four samples, one modem/reference sample and three unknown samples, 
were extracted im m ediately p rio r to quantification in  order to m inim ize possible degradation 
caused by &eeze/thaw cycles and extended storage.
DNA extraction is accomplished through many methods. The sample tissue type and 
taphonomy often determine the extraction method employed. This research utilises &esh modem 
blood samples and thus does not require extensive extraction procedures. In  th is case, the blood 
is taken w ith in  24 hrs o f extraction thus is in  contact w ith  m inim al amounts o f PCR inhibitors. 
We w ill employ the D NA Stat Blood k it protocol by Stratagene® and a Guanidinium  
Thiocyanate extraction protocol.
a. DAG4 Aar® B/oW  (Sfrataggne)
The fo llow ing protocol allows us to pu rify  genomic DNA 6om  a 25-200 pL sample o f 
whole blood to be am plified in  a PCR. The red and w hite blood cells are removed 6om  the 
in itia l sample using the RBC Lysis Solution and the WBC Lysis Solution respectively. Further 
details on this protocol can be found in  the Stratagene DNA Stat™ Blood K it Instruction 
Manual.
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Required Reagents:
RBC Lysis Solution (Ix ) [2 vo l. sterile H2 O + 1 container o f 3X RBC Lysis Solution]
WBC Lysis Solution
Wash Solution (Ix ) [4 vo l. o f 100% ethanol + 1 container o f 5X Wash Solution]
E lution B uffer 
iOO% Ethanol
1. Prepare Ix  RBC Lysis Solution and Ix  Wash Solution.
2. Place a provided m icrospin cup into a 2 m L m icrocentrifuge tube and add to it  600 pL o f 
Ix  RBC Lysis Solution.
3. Add 40 pL o f whole blood to the m icrospin cup.
4. M icrocentrifuge at 17,900 x g fo r 5 minutes.
5. Discard the resulting supernatant and retain m icrospin cup in  same 2mL tube.
6. Add 600pL o f WBC Lysis Solution to the m icrospin cup.
7. Incubate samples at room temperature fo r 5 minutes.
8. M icrocentnfuge the samples at 17,900 x g fo r 2 minutes.
9. Discard the resulting supernatant and retain m icrospin cup in  same 2 mL tube.
10. Add 600 pL o f Ix  Wash Solution to the m icrospin cup.
11. M icrocentnfuge the samples at 17,900 x g fo r 2 minutes.
12. Discard the resulting supernatant and retain m icrospin cup in  same 2 m L tube.
13. Repeat wash steps 10 through 12.
14. Spin the samples at 17,900 x g fo r 2 minutes in  order to dry the fibe r Sltrate.
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15. Discard the 2 mL tube containing only the supernatant and place the m icrospin cup into a 
clean 2 m L tube.
16. Add 50 pL o f E lution B uffer d irectly onto the fibe r m atrix o f the m icrospin cup and 
incubate samples at room temperature fo r 5 minutes.
17. Centrifuge the samples at 17,900 x g fo r 2 minutes.
18. Discard m icrospin cup and store the extracted DNA samples at -20°C.
6 TTziocyaMate Ær/racPon
The protocol outlined below allows us to isolate genomic DNA, from  a sample o f W iole 
blood preserved on an FT A®  card, to be am plified in  a PCR. This extraction protocol was 
performed on the unknown samples quantified by real tim e PCR.
Required Reaeent:
Guanidinium  Thiocyanate (GuSCN) solution
1. Select 3 FTA cardpunches and place into 1.5 mL tube.
2. Add 500 pL o f GuSCN solution
3. Incubate at 56°C overnight under gentle agitation o f an Eppendorf thermomixer™ , 
(product referred to as GuSCN extract)
4. Proceed w ith  silica  bead purification protocol.
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a. fwrz/zcafzoM
The protocol outlined below allows us to pu rify  DNA j&agments 6om  prim ers, 
nucleotides, enzymes, m ineral o il, salts, agarose, ethidium  bromide and other im purities in  
preparation fo r am plification. The silica  bead purifica tion  protocol ends w ith  storage o f the 
D NA in  water, one o f three buffers being investigated.
Required reaeents:
Guanidinium  Thiocyanate (GuSCN) solution 
S ilica oxide Beads (S iO ]) - acidified 
W orking wash buffer 
Ethanol (100%) 
ddHzO
1. B o il GuSCN extract at 94°C fo r 10 minutes, w ith  no agitation.
2. Centrihige at 17,900 x g fo r 1 m inute.
3. Remove the supernatant and place it  in  a sterile 1.5 mL tube.
4. Add 900 pL GuSCN solution and 10 pL o f silica  to the sample.
5. Vortex b rie fly.
6. Place tubes on ice fo r 60 minutes and invert to resuspend, acidified silica  every 15 
minutes.
7. W ipe tubes and Z ip spin the samples.
8. Remove and discard the supernatant carefully.
9. Add 500 pL o f w orking wash buffer.
10. Vortex fo r 1 m inute to resuspend the s ilica  beads.
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11. Z ip  spin the samples.
12. Remove and discard the supernatant.
13. Repeat wash i f  required (Steps 9 through 12).
14. Add 200 pL o f 100% ethanol and vortex fo r 1 m inute.
15. Z ip spin the samples.
16. Remove and discard the supernatant.
17. Speed-vac the silica  pellet fo r 5 minutes (or a ir dry fo r 30 m in.)
18. Add 100 pL o f ddHiO  and resuspend (vortex).
19. Incubate at 56°C fo r 1 hour w ith  no agitation.
20. Store at 4°C fo r short term  or -20°C fo r long term.
21. Reheat at 56°C fo r 1 hour and centrifuge tubes at 13 000 rpm fo r 1 m inute p rio r to each 
PCR.
These chromatography columns are used in  order to obtain our m tDNA in  a TE buffer.
These Bio-Rad columns are composed o f polyacrylam ide gel suspended in  a Tris buffer w ith
0.02% sodium azide and thus a buffer exchange is required p rio r to sample purification. These
columns are available in  a variety o f sizes depending on the sample to be purified. The columns
used here, P-30 columns, are able to pu rify  DNA strands from  40 to 50 nucleotides in  length.
Required Reagents:
M icro Bio-Spin® Columns 
Exchange B uffer
1. Snap ofT tip  o f column and place column in  a provided 2.0 m L m icrocentrifuge tube.
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2. Centrifuge column fo r 2 minutes in  a m icrocentrifuge at 1 000 x (g) to remove the Tris 
packing buffer.
3. A pply the exchange buffer (TE or ddH20) in  500 pL aliquot and centrifuge the column 
fo r 1 m inute at 1 000 x (g) to remove the buffer. Discard the buffer.
4. Repeat exchange buffer application to the column and centrifugation a total o f 4 tim es in  
order to achieve 99.9 % buffer exchange.
5. Place column in  clean 1.5mL tube.
6. CarefW ly apply the sample (40 pL) d irectly to the centre o f the column.
7. Centrifuge the column fo r 4 minutes at 1 000 x (g).
8. Follow ing centrifugation, the purified sample is now in  the exchanged buffer (TE or 
ddH20).
Purification o f a PCR product is required prio r to sequencing PCR in  order to elim inate 
dye term inators, dNTPs, DNA primers, buffers and other low  m olecular w eight materials from  a 
sequencing reaction. Once the purihcation is complete, DNA sequencing may continue using 
the A B I Prism™  3100 Genetic Analyser.
1. Gently vortex the spin column to resuspend the resin.
2. Loosen the c ^  o f the column a quarter turn. This is necessary to avoid a vacuum inside the 
spin column.
3. Snap ofF the bottom  closure o f the spin column, and place the spin column in  a2 m l collection 
tube (provided).
4. Centrifuge fo r 3 m in an approxim ately speed o f 36,000 x  g.
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5. C arefully transfer the spin column to a clean centrifuge tube. S low ly apply the sequencing 
reaction (10-20 p i) to the gel bed.
Notes: Pipette the sequencing reaction directly onto the center of the slanted gel- bed surface of the column. Do not 
allow the reaction mixture or the pipette tip to touch the sides of the column. The sample should be pipetted slowly 
so that the drops are absorbed into the gel and do not flow down the sides of the gel bed. Avoid touching the gel- 
bed surface with the pipette tip. This protocol is suitable for sequencing reactions wiA volumes of 10-20 pi. For 
easier handling, more reproducible pipetting, and reduced error with sample volumes <10 pi, we recommend 
adjusting the volume to 20 pi using distilled water, before application to the gel-bed. It is not necessary to remove 
mineral oil or kerosene prior to cleanup of dye-terminator sequencing reactions. It is not necessary to replace the lid 
on the column.
6. Centrifuge fo r 3 minutes at the calculated speed.
7. Remove the spin column from  the m icrocentrifuge tube. The eluate contains the puriGed 
DNA.
8. Desiccate the sample in  a vacuum centrifuge and proceed according to the instructions 
provided w ith  the DNA sequencer.
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fv.
a.
Primer selection is o f great importance in  the study o f D N A  In  th is research, a target 
area w ith in  the m tDNA sequence was chosen a rb itra rily  to  represent the m tDNA as a whole. 
The target area was chosen to  be w ith in  the H V R I region o f the m tDNA since it is w e ll 
established and reagents and resources are abundant and easily accessible. A ll selected primers 
were chosen A llow ing  the above q>eciGcations. The HVR 1 region was evaluated fo r possible 
prim er locations and prim er binding and interactions were simulated using Am plify®  (Engels, 
1993), see Figure X I. The chosen primers display conq)lete binding to  the ir target and m inim al 
prim er-dim er associations. See selected prim er inform ation in  Table 3.
Figure X I - simulation of selected mhochondrml pnmers bmdi% and intencdng widun HVRI. Theoredcd wines shown.
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Prim er name and sequence Length (bp) Tm CO % GC Content
mtl5971F
TTA ACT CCA CCA TTA GCA CC
20 58.35 45
mtl6071F
CCC ATC AAC AAC CGC TAT G
19 57 53
mtl6129F
GGT ACC ATA AAT ACT TGA CCA C
22 58 41
mtl6210F
CCC ATG CTT ACA AGC AAG TA
20 56 45
mtl6287F
CTA CCC ACC CTT AAC AGT AC
20 58 50
mtl6420R
TGA TTT CAC GGA GGA TGG TG
20 58 50
The nuclear D NA m ultq)lex PCR was designed 5)r the human beta globin gene. This gene is 
reqw nsible fo r the secondary structure o f polypeptide chains in  adult heamoglobin (Saiki ef nZ., 
1985). The primers were designed A llow ing  the above mentioned prim er selection rules w ith  the 
exception o f the H B B IF  prim er which was taken 6om  published w ork (Saiki ef oZ., 1985). 
Various sanq)les were analysed using th is m ulitp lex (data not slmwn) however th is assay was im t 
used in  the tim e study and thus is not the &cus o f th is study.
Hum an beta mobm
Figure X II - Amplî f sinmlahoo of chosen hnnum helm globin primers binding wilhin die HBB gene. Tbeorcdcal values shown
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The Y  -chromosomal Gagmentation m ultip lex detection system was designed using the 
amelogenin gene located on both the X - and Y -chromosomes. This assay was not used in  our 
tim e study and thus is not the main focus o f th is research.
AmdoMmm A and x Compente
Figure XIII - Amplify simulation of selected Y Chromosome primers binding with the Y Chromosome. Theoretical values shown.
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6- TZbf
The in iha l detection PCR o f a ll modem and aged samples was performed using a PCR 
m ixture w ith  the fin a l concentrations seen below.
Components Final Concentration
lOX PCR Buffer, Minus Mg Ix





Platinum Taq DNA Polymerase 1.25 U
ddHzO n/a
A ll sample am plification was carried out in  an Eppendorf MastercyclerC
were ampliGed using the fo llow ing  thermal proGle:







* This annealing temperature has been optim ised fo r the prim ers used in  th is speciGc PCR and 
do not d irectly correlate to the target template.
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1. Combine the fo llow ing  components in  a sterile 0.5mL tube:
Components Volume (mL) Final Concentration
lOX PCR Buffer, Minus Mg 2.00 Ix
lOmM dNTP mixture 0.40 200 pM
50mM MgC12 0.80 2 mM
Primers (10 pM): mtl5971F 0.28 0.14pM
mtl6071F 0.28 0.14 pM
mtl6129F 0.20 0.1 pM
mtl6210F 0.06 0.03 pM
mtl6287F 0.05 0.025 pM
mtl6420R* 0.80 0.4 pM
Template DNA 1.00 n/a
Platinum Taq DNA Polymerase 0.20 1 U
ddHzO 13.93 n/a
The above prim er concentrations have been experim entally optim ised fo r th is m ultip lex PCR. 
Preparation o f a master m ix is h ighly recommended fo r m ultip le reactions, to m inim ise reagent 
loss and to enable accurate pipetting.
2. The PCR should be performed using the fo llow ing  thermal proGle:






* Prim er is Guorescently labeled using 6-FAM  fo r detection using Genescan".
* *  This annealing temperature has been optim ised fo r th is speciGc m ultip lex PCR and thus do 
not d irectly reGect the m elting temperatures o f each individual prim er.
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1. Combine the fo llow ing  components in  a sterile 0.2 m L tube fo r each puriGed PCR sample to 
be sequenced:
Component Volume (mL)
Big Dye Terminator v.3.i 3.0
Primer: mti6401R 0.3
PCR product 7.0
2. The PCR should be performed using the fo llow ing  thermal proGle:





3. P urify the PCR product using DTR columns.
4. Desiccate the puriGed product.
5. Perform sequence detecGon using the A B I Pnsm™ 3100 GeneGc Analyser.
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^  rZ/Mg 0«a»fi/zcaffOM -  5"yBZ( Green fro foco/
1. Prepare the A B I 7000™ software p rio r to preparing the PCR reacGon using the SYBR*̂  
Green template Gle.
2. Add the fo llow ing  components to a sterile 0.5mL tube:
Components Volume (pL) Final Concentration
10X PCR Buffer, Minus Mg 12.50 2.5x
lOmM dNTP mixture 1.00 200pM
50mMMgCl2 1.50 1.5mM
Primer (10|iM): mt16210F 1.00 0.2 îM
mt16420R 1.00 0.2pM
Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO) 1.00 2%
Template DNA 1.00 n/a
Platinum Taq DNA Polymerase 0.40 2U
SYBR*Green(10X) 1.00 0.5x
ddH,0 29.6 n/a
Note: PreparaGon o f a master m ix is h ighly recommended fo r mulGple reacGons, to m inim ise 
reagent loss and to enable accurate pipetGng.
3. The PCR should be performed using the fo llow ing  SYBR® Green therm al proGle:







Post extension storage at 4°C is not an opGon w ith  the ABI7000.
* This annealing temperature was expenmentally optim ised fo r this speciGc target region.
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6 ZZe/afrve
The relative quantiGcaGon is used to compare the comparaGve amounts o f DNA between 
tw o samples through the assessment o f the ir threshold cycles (Cy) as determined through real 
Gme PCR. This type o f quantiGcaGon requires the use o f a reference sample to which a ll 
unknowns w ill be compared. This study uses a modem control as the reference sample and thus 
allows us to determine the relaGve amount o f degradaGon o f unknown samples over Gme. The 
threshold cycle o f each sample is determined by perform ing the above protocol in  combinaGon 
w ith  the A B I Prism® Sequence DetecGon System. The relaGve quanGGcaGon o f the unknown 
samples are determined using equaGon (EquaGon 3) where ACt = Ctobserved - Ct̂ ference (Applied 
Biosystems, 2001). The resulting value is the GacGon o f DNA relaGve to that o f the reference 
sample thus unknown samples are a GacGon o f the reference, set to I .
Equations
ReZar/vegwa/zif̂ caGo/z = 1 /(2 "^ ' )
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VL Dgfgç/fOf
GeZ eZeciropAoreszs
PAGE gels were employed in  order to visualise our PCR product and determine its 
ampliGcation size. PAGE was used rather than agarose gels since it  easily resolves fragments o f 
DNA d iffe ring  in  length by a single base pair. The fo llow ing  protocol includes pouring, loading 
and running o f the gels.
Pouring the gels:
Required reaeents to make 12 - 5% Polvacrvlam ide eels:
5X TBE 20 mL
Acrylam ide 12.5 mL
ddHzO 66.5 mL
TEMED 90.0 pL
10% APS 900.0 pL
1. Prepare 10% APS soluGon by m ixing 0.1 g APS to 1 mL o f ddH^O.
2. Place a 125 m L Pyrex Gask in  an icebox and allow  cooling.
3. Set up gel cassettes and combs ahead o f tim e.
4. Add reagents in  same order as they are listed above and m ix w ell.
5. F ill gel cassettes from  one comer using a transfer pipette ensuring that the bottom  groove 
is completely fille d  and does not have any a ir bubbles.
6. Push comb into the gel making sure there are no bubbles.
7. A llow  gel to set fo r 1 hour at room temperature.
Gel apparatus preparation:
1. Obtain a gel cartridge and remove the strip o f tape and the gel comb.
2. Place the gel cartridge into  the gel apparatus.
3. F ill the apparatus w ith  IX  TBE running buffer. Make sure the running buffer covers the 
w ells inside the apparatus, and is one th ird  fu ll in  the outside cartridge compartments.
4. Flush the w ells w ith  a Pasteur pipette to remove any a ir bubbles.
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Loading and Runnins the PAGE:
1. Sample preparation: 7 pL o f PCR product m ixed w ith  3 pL o f 6X loading dye.
2. Load a size standard and sample into gel wells.
3. Set voltage to llO V  and the tim e to 55 minutes on the electrophoretic power supply.
4. Once the gel has run, stain it  w ith  ethidium  bromide (E tB r2 ) fo r 15 minutes.
5. Rinse gel w ith  ddH20 then view  it  on the transillum inator (wavelength U V B) and 
photograph.
6. CapzZ/grv eZecP'op& iresz.y size ükigcizoM
An A B I Prism Genetic Analyzer™  310 equipped w ith  the GeneScan ™ software was
employed in  order to enhance size detecGon o f the various bands during the opGmisaGon o f a
mulGplex PCR. H igh precision DNA fragment sizing using th is method relies on the presence o f
an internal Guorescence-based lane standard named GENESCAN-500 LIZ® developed by
Perkin-Elm er's Applied Biosystems D ivision. This size standard is designed fo r sizing DNA
Gagments in  the 35-500bp range and provides 16 single-stranded, uniform ly spaced Gagments.
Further details on this protocol can be found on the A B I website (Applied Biosystems, 2000).
Required Reagents:
Deionized fbrmamide 
Labelled size Standard (L iz  500)
PCR product o f interest
1. For each sample, combine 12 |rL  o f deionized fbrmamide w ith  0.5 pL o f size standard (L iz  
500).
2. D istribute 12 pL o f the above m ixture into 0.5mL tubes.
3. Add 2 to 3 pL o f PCR product to each tube.
4. Vortex and centrifuge each tube.
5. Denature the samples by heating them at 95°C fo r 5 minutes.
6. Cold shock them by placing them in  Geezer fo r 5 minutes.
7. Load 14 pL o f each prepared sample into a 96 w ell plate.
8. Load plate in to  clean, calibrated A B I 310 instrument.
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X L RESULTS
In itia l des%n o f the m ultip lex PCR includes Gve forw ard primers w ith  a single reverse 
prim er common to a ll, thus allow ing 5)r the study o f Gve anqzlicons. Despite the use o f the Gve 
forw ard prim ers on a Geshly extracted DNA sample, Grst attempts showed only G)ur amplicons 
on the electropherogr^h (see Figure X IV ). The 254bp Gagment seen in  the sim ulation PCR 
(Figure X I) is not seen in  the results despite the inclusion o f the corresponding prim er in  the 
m ultip lex PCR analysis. The unsuccessGil prim er was consequently removed in  order to 
m inim ise prim er-prim er interactions. The detection o f th is four forw ard prim er m ultip lex 
revealed only tw o very weak amplicons, a Gdlure o f the m ultip lex PCR optim isation (see Figure 
X V ). A ll fm ther research was conducted using a ll Gve primers.
Figure X IV  - Eledrophemgraph of @»gm«dation analysis multiplex using Sve Arwaid primers.
Figure XV - Eleclmphemgraph o f mtDNA Augmentation unuly^ nuUtiplex using Aur fbrwunl primers.
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The samples analysed fo r GagmentaGon were tested each month over a 12-month period. 
A n obvious increase in  fragmentaGon was seen through the study o f the four chosen Gagment 
sizes: 133 bp, 232 bp, 352 bp &  450 bp. The differences between the observed Gagment sizes 
compared to those predicted using the simulaGon software are attributed to the ina b ility  o f the 
software to predict exact reacGon condiGons. The quanGGes o f each Gagment are expressed in  
terms o f peak height, a measure o f relaGve Guorescent units (RFU), thus denoting the relaGve 
quanGty o f each Gagment. IniG ally, when the DNA was Geshly extracted, a ll four Gagments 
were present in  the same quanGGes, as reGected by the RFU, since the m tDNA is com pletely 
intact. As tim e progressed, a ll Gagments were not present in  equal quanGGes and a pattern o f 
degradaGon emerged. The largest fragment (450 bp) was the firs t to decrease signiGcanGy in  
concentraGon after 3 months, follow ed by the second largest (352 bp) after 3.5 months, then the 
th ird  largest (232 bp) after 6 months and then the smallest (133 bp) aGer 9 months, as seen in  
Figure X V I. AGer 9 months only the smallest Gagment length was present in  detectable 
quanGGes to fin a lly  become undetectable aGer 12 months.
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Average Fragment Sbe Over Time (1:100)
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Figure XVI - Fragmentation of aged DNA extracts over time
A  m onthly survey was per&rm ed o f the stages o f DNA Aagmentation over 12 months. 
As seen in  Figure X V II, the Aeshly extracted DNA sangles had approxim ately equal 
concentrations (100 %) o f each hagment size o f interesL The decrease in  large Aagments 
becomes very apparent aAer 3 months, as seen in  Figure X V IIl. A t th is point, the 450 bp 
hagment has dropped o ff by 95.8 %, the 352 bp dropped o ff by 77.63 % ^ lile  the second 
smallest hagment (232 bp) has increased sligh tly to  100.9 % o f its  orig inal concentratkm and the 
smallest hagment (133 bp) dropped by 10.9 %. Figure X IX  demonstrates the hagmentation o f 
the DNA extract after &>ur months o f storage.
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Figure XVII - Fragment distribution o f  a fresh DNA extract.
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Figure XVIII - Fragmentation o f  a 3-month-old DNA extract
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Figure XXI - Fragment distribution o f  a 7-month-oId DNA
extract.
Figure XIX - Fragment distribution o f  a 4-month-old DNA extract.
232bi>
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Figure XXII - Fragmentation o f  a 9-month-old DNA extract.
This graph shows a significant decrease (450 bp dropped by 82 %, 352 bp dropped by 
85.3 %, and 232 bp by 63.4 %) in  the amount o f a ll fragments 6om  the ir in itia l intensity but 
more im portantly a large decrease (74.9 %) in  the amount o f 133 bp fragment. AAer six months, 
see Figure X X , Aagmentation o f the m tDNA region o f interest continues to  increase leading to 
low  levels o f the 352 bp (98.5 % decrease) and 450 bp (98.4 % decrease) Aragments and eventual 
absence o f the ir detection aAer seven months (Figure X X I). The sm aller fragment sizes, 133 bp
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and 232 bp, are also decreasing in  intensity to 10.9 % and 14.7 % o f the ir in itia l intensity after 
six months and 3.7 % and 9.9 % after seven months respectively. The analysis at nine months, 
results seen in  Figure X X II, show a complete fragm entation (a ll Augments 0 % o f in itia l 
intensity) o f the m tDNA into small (<133 bp), undetectable Augments.
The overall distribuAon o f Augments during DNA degradadon was assessed through the 
analysis o f the Augmentadon distribudon over tim e. These assessments w ill alow us to test fo r 
viable DNA template and/or the presence o f single and double stranded nicks. The combined 
peak height o f the four Augment sizes w ith in  our m uldplex analysis yielded a peak height equal 
to that o f the overall amount o f 133 bp fragments. The Augment distribudon observed at speciAc 
tim e intervals can be seen in  Figure X X III. The fragment distribudon o f the reference sample 
was analysed p rio r to any type o f storage. This yielded an equal distribudon o f the 133 bp, 232 
bp, 352 bp &  450 bp Augments at 24 %, 24 %, 27 % and 26 % respecdvely yie ld ing a combined 
peak height o f 25,841units. When the same sample was analysed aAer three months, the four 
Augment sizes are no longer present in  same quantides. The tota l peak height o f 13 455 units fo r 
this sample is made up o f 40.89 % o f 133 bp Augment, 45.57 % o f 232 bp Augment, 11.46 % o f 
352 bp Augment and 2.08 % o f 450 bp Augment. AAer four months o f storage, the tota l peak 
height o f the sample is 6002 and is composed o f 25.84 % o f 133 bp Augment, 37.07 % o f 232 bp 
Augment, 16.93 % o f 352 bp Augment and 20.16 % o f 450 bp Augment. AAer six months o f 
storage, the overall peak height o f 1768 units is broken down as fo llow s: 50.90 % o f 133 bp 
Augment, 37.46 % o f 232 bp Augment, 5.67 % o f 352 bp Augment and 5.98 % o f 40 bp 
Augment. A t the seven-month tim e interval, only the two sm aller Augments 133 bp and 232 bp 
ampliAed and contribute 73.15 % and 26.85 % respecdvely, to the overall 840 un it peak height. 
The analysis at the Anal tim e interval o f nine months does not yie ld  peak heights and thus no
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Gagments, o f any length, remain in  the solution. The overall trend o f DNA degradation in 
solution indicates an exponential degradation o f a ll hagments sizes over a storage period o f nine 
months, see Figure X X IV . The combined peak heights o f a ll 6)ur hagment sizes 6)r sanq)les at 
q ie c ific  tim e intervals displays a quick rate o f degradation w ith  an exponential drop at the 3.5 
month tim e interval. A fte r nine months o f sample storage, the D N A in  solution has fu lly  
degraded into hagments smaller than 133 bp.
Overall Rate o f DNA Decay by Fragment
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Figure XXIIÎ - Overall Rate o fD N A  Degradation by Fragment Distribution Analysis over Time.
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Figure XXIV - Overall Rate o fD N A  Degradation over Time.
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The analysis o fD N A  storage in  three separate buffers: water, T ris and TE yields very 
significant results, seen in  Figure X X V . F irst, using Tris as a storage buffer yields sim ilar 
intensities o f each D N A fragment size in  a 6eshly eluted sample. The D N A eluted into water 
also yielded sim ilar intensities o f each fragment size. In  comparing the T ris and water samples, 
we see that they are w ith in  the same range o f peak heights, as w ell fragment size distribution.
The sample in  TE however displays very low  and unbalanced levels o f each fragment size. A fte r 
14 days o f storage at 4°C, the d istribution is altered drastically, see Figure X X V III. The 
fragment d istribution o f the sample stored in  ddHzO remains stable throughout the storage 
period, in  contrast to the samples stored in  T ris and TE. In  Figure X X V II, we see a substantial 
change in  Augment d istribution after 14 days o f storage at -20°C. The observed Augmentation is 
much higher in  the m tDNA samples stored in  ddHzO and TE compared to the Tris. The analysis 
o f samples stored in  Tris display a more consistent intensity o f each Augment size when 
compared to both the ddHzO and TE samples.
The study o f storage condiAons also includes the comparison o f samples eluted into  a 
speciAc buffer, either water. T ris or TE, and stored at d ifferent temperatures, 4°C or -20°C . 
Storage o fD N A  in  water at 4°C or -20°C results in  sim ilar peak heights w ith  a slight drop o f the 
349 bp Augment peak height, see Figure X X V I, when stored at -20°C. Storage o fD N A  samples 
in  a Tris buffer at 4°C or -20°C  yields very sim ilar electropherograph peak height, as seen in  
Figure X X IX . When DNA is stored at 4°C and -20°C in a T E  solution, the Augment d istribution 
o f the two samples is nearly identical, see Figure XXX .
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Figure XXVII -  Fragmentation of 14 day-old extracts in various 
solutions sored at -20°C. Figure XXIX -  Fragmentation of 14 day-old extracts stored in Tris 
at4°Camd-20°C.
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solutions stored at 4 t .
Figure XXX - Fragmentation ofa 14-day old extract stored in TE 
at 4°C and -  20° Celsius.
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The eSècts o f j&eeze/thaw cycles were examined using specific samples stored at -20°C 
and thuawecladsqaecific intennils. This study reveals a large decrease in  the number o f 133 bp and 
232 bp &agments remaining aAer a number o f heeze/thaw cycles. The larger Aagment, 232 bp 
long, degrades much more quickly than the sm aller, 133 bp long, 6agment, as seen in  Figure 
X X X I. AAer six cycles o f heeze/thawing, very few  copies o f each Aagment size remains 
undetectable.




Num ber o f Freeze/Thaw Cycles 
j —  Linear <230bp) — lin e a r  (1S2 bp)!
Figure XXXI - The efke* of Oeeze/lhaw cydes on the ooncenliulion of 133bp and 232bp Aagmeds.
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The sequences o f 12 distinct DNA samples from  the same individual were obtained using 
the Sanger Method through the B ig Dye Term inator (v.3.1) k it, and the A B I3100™ using 
Genescan™ Software. The sequencing reaction had the target region starting w ith  the 
m itochondrial D NA position 16420 and going towards the start o f the H VR I sequence. This 
target sequence was found to have a break down o f 37.4 % cytosine, 32.2 % adenine, 19.4 % 
thym ine and 10.9 % guanine as seen in  Table 4.
Base Target Sequence Percentage (% )
Adenine (A) 32 .2
Cytosine (C) 37 .4
Guanine (G ) 10.9
Thym ine (T ) 19.4
The resulting sequences were closely examined fo r any misread error by the software. 
The evident read errors were corrected, however, the questionable errors were not altered. 
Samples w ith  excessive uncertain error were discarded and not used in  th is study. The 12 D N A 
samples were stored at -20°C fo r 1 month at which tim e the DNA was sequenced a second tim e. 
This second sequence was then compared m anually and w ith  a biological sequence alignm ent 
editor, BioEdit®, to the reference sequence, a fresh extract o f th is same ind ividual. A  significant 
number o f m odifications were observed when comparing these 12 sequences to the reference 
sequence, however only those w ith  an incidence o f 20 % or higher, as seen in  Table 5, were 
considered to be authentic. A ll observed base substitutions are found in  Appendix A.
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Table 5 - Observed Base ModiAcaiions after 1 month of storage at -20°C.
mtDNA position change Type Occurrence (% )
16210 A - G transition 20.0
16221 C - G transversion 46.7
16228 C - T transition 26.7
16250 C - G transversion 20.0
16262 C - G transversion 20.0
16270 C - G transversion 20.0
16286 C - T transition 66.7
16290 G Insertion 20.0
16292 C - G transversion 20.0
16293 C - G transversion 50.0
16295 C - G transversion 41.7
16301 A -  C transversion 35.7
16303 pyrimidine Insertion 73.3
16331 G - C transversion 26.7
16335 C insertion 25.0
16340 C - G transversion 33.3
As seen in  Table 6, the base mutations are predom inantly transversion type (78.6 %) alterations 
w hile transition mutations are more in&equent (21.4 %). The most common transversion is C - 
G w ith  an incidence o f 64.3 %, follow ed by the A  - C and G - C transversions both taking place 
7.1 % o f the tim e. The most frequent base m odification observed is the m odification o f cytosine 
seen 78.6 % o f the tim e, follow ed by adenine at 14.3 % and fin a lly  guanine at 7.1 % occurrence, 
see Table 7. There were no m odifications o f thym ine observed, thus it  is not included in  Table 7.
Type of Base Substitution Percentage Observed (% )
Transition 2 1 .4
Transversion 7 8 .6
Table 7 - Observed modifications of the individual bases.
Base Modified Overaii Observed Percentage (% )
Adenine (A) 14 .3
Cytosine (C) 7 8 .6
Guanine (G ) 7.1
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Real tim e PCR using SYBR® Green allows fo r the quantification o f D N A through the 
detection o f em itted fluorescence, since it  is proportional to the amount dsDNA present at any 
given tim e during am plification and thus allow ing fo r the calculation o f the in itia l template copy 
number. The real tim e analysis o f two recently extracted modem DNA samples using the 
SYBR® green detection system reveals the threshold cyle number (C t) values o f 24.40 and 25.87 
(see Figure X X X II and Table 8). The two PCR controls analysed in  th is same PCR reveal no 
am plification thus yie ld  undetectable Ct values. The real tim e analysis o f three newly extracted, 
unknown D N A samples yields Ct values o f 36.41, 37.68 &  39.12 (see Figure X X X III and Table 
8). The modem control included in  th is real tim e analysis, results in  a C t o f24.40 w hile the 
incorporated PCR control displays no am plification consequently resulting in  an undetectable Ct 
value.
The relative quantity o f DNA contained in  the the three unknown samples was 
determined using Equation 3 w ith  the modem sample as the reference sample. Unknown 
samples 1, 2 and 3 contain 4.12 x 10 ,̂ 2.70 x 10  ̂and 9.95 x ly  times less D N A than the 
reference sample respectively (as seen in  Table 8, calculated using Equation 3).
Table 8 -
Sample Ct Relative Quantity
Modem 24.40 1.00E+00
Unknown 1 36.41 -4.12E+03
Unknown 2 39.12 -2.70E+04
Unknown 3 37.68 -9.95E+03
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Figure XXXn - Real Time PCR amplificalion plot oftwo modem 
DNA samples with two PCR controls.
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I
Figure X X X III - Real Time PCR amplilkation plot of 3 unknown 
DNA samples, one modem sample and one PCR control.
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xn . DISCUSSION
In  this project, methods were developed to assess the quality and quantity o f DNA w ith in  
a sample so that the nature and structure o f DNA could be studied and changes through the 
process o f degradation could be identified. This project focused on a number o f features inherent 
in  degraded D N A including fragmentation, quantity, and single nucleotide damage. There are 
numerous mechanisms fo r each o f these features; although each mechanism was not studied the 
inform ation generated is ju s t as inform ative. Fragmentation can indicate single or double strand 
breaks w ith in  the D NA, which can be caused by oxidative, hydrolytic, enzymatic or physical 
damage. Single nucleotide damage can be caused by the same process but are manifested in  
D N A as abasic sites, single stranded nicks, m odified bases or cross-linked to other molecules. 
The quantification analysis w ill indicate the relative recovery and preservation o f DNA. This 
w ork and further research w ill more accurately provide an understanding o f the nature and 
structure o f DNA in  forensic or archaeological samples.
The assessment o f DNA fragmentation over tim e was performed to identify possible 
sources and mechanisms o f DNA damage. The evaluation o f D N A hagmentation over tim e is 
not a w idely studied topic and thus required the design o f a novel assessment too l. The method 
o f choice was a m ultip lex PCR targeting a number o f small converging amplicons, form ing a 
larger, uniform  DNA ûagment. The use o f these sm aller amplicons contained w ith in  the larger 
hagment allows us to track the degradation o f the large D N A segment into sections at specific 
tim e intervals. The design o f such a m ultip lex would allow  us to evaluate the size o f the D N A 
fragments over tim e fo r any type o f DNA, including m itochondrial and nuclear D N A as w e ll as
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fo r the Y-chromosome. The ^proach to m ultip lex optim ization o f each m ultip lex is the same 
since a ll the same problems are encountered. The design o f this novel m ultip lex reaction 
invo lving  these target sections allowed us to evaluate the 6agmentation o f each section at one 
tim e, n iin irn ising  analysis tim e and costs. This technique may be applied as a screening process 
fo r forensic, or archaeological samples o f unknown quality. The m ultip lex ûagmentation 
analysis would quickly and easily reveal the degree o f Aagmentation, thus allow ing fo r further 
analysis using eqipropriate amplicon sizes decreasing case result turnover times. This 
advantageous method was designed fo r three specific target DNA, m itochondrial, nuclear and 
specifically fo r the Y-chromosome however only the m itochondrial m ultip lex was used in  the 
tim e study o f ûagmentation. The m itochondrial m ultip lex PCR w ill serve as our in-depth 
analysis example to reduce repetition, but a ll concepts and techniques may also be applied to the 
nuclear DNA and the Y -chromosome.
The assessment o f ûagmentation over tim e required that a ll ûagment sizes be present in  
equal quantities in itia lly  in  order fo r each ûagment to be representative. The equal d istribution 
o f a ll ûagment sizes posed the biggest d iffic u lty  since the smaller amplicons preferentially 
am plify thus prevailing over the larger ones. To overcome this obstacle, the m ultip lex PCR was 
optim ised by employing d istinct primers and prim er concentrations fo r the various amplicon 
sizes, by altering the concentration o f magnesium chloride (M gC l2 ) and o f each dNTP, by using 
speciûc annealing and extension temperatures, by using positive control D N A samples as w e ll as 
by incorporating PCR additives including BSA, DMSO and the extra oligonucleotide prim er.
F irst and foremost, target amplicons and thus prim er sets must be chosen very carefully 
during the design o f a m ultip lex PCR to ensure equal am pliûcaûon o f each ûagment length. 
Adherence to the prim er selection rules including prim er length, nucleotide content, GC content.
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secondary structure, target complementation and prim er annealing temperature is compulsory. 
The launch o f the m ultip lex optim isation process involved many potential overlapping forward 
prim ers capable o f constructing the convergent fragment sizes. A  large number o f prim er 
sequences and prim er combinations were evaluated and used in  the m ultip lex detection 
am plification system. W ith in  the evaluated primers, most o f them met some o f the prim er 
selection rules, however, only a few  met a ll selection rules and were thus chosen to be used in  
the m ultip lex reaction design. The concentration optim isation o f the chosen primers began by 
using equim olar concentrations o f each forward prim er and tw ice this concentration o f the 
reverse prim er. The reaction required a higher concentration o f the reverse prim er to prevent 
substrate exhaustion since it  was common to each target amplicon. Prim er concentrations were 
altered in  the fo llow ing tria ls  through the analysis o f the previous resulting electropherograph. A  
low er peak height result signalled fo r an increase in  concentration o f that prim er whereas a 
decrease in  prim er concentration was required w ith  the observation o f extrem ely high peaks. 
These chosen primers required many concentration, temperature and reagent tria ls  in  order to 
iden tify the best com bination o f PCR conditions.
During the design o f th is m ultip lex the reagent concentrations were optim ized. Standard 
single-plex PCRs have been designed and perfected using specific reagent concentrations, 
however a m ultip lex PCR requires reagent concentrations specific to the amplicons o f interest. 
This m ultip lex PCR required an increase in  the concentration o f each dNTP from  the 
trad itiona lly used 100 pM  to 200 pM  fo r optim al equal am plification o f a ll fbur-6agm ent 
lengths. More specifically, th is increase was necessary to prevent substrate lim ita tions thus 
ensuring continuous am plification o f the four target amplicons w ith in  th is m ultip lex reaction. 
Standard PCRs do not require such elevated levels since there is only one target am plicon. This
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increase in  dNTP concentration requires us to consider o f the magnesium levels included in  the 
optim ising a m ultip lex PCR. The magnesium concentration used in  a PCR must be proportional 
to the concentration o f dNTPs added to the reaction since they undergo quantitative, equimolar 
b inding to each other. The concentration o f free magnesium is crucial to a m ultip lex reaction as 
w ell as a traditional PCR since it  acts as a stabilising agent, increasing the specificity and yie ld  o f 
am plification. In  the optim isation process o f this fragmentation m ultip lex, the magnesium 
concentration, in  the form  o f MgClg, was increased from  the standard Im M  to 2mM in  order to 
ensure remaining 6ee magnesium. PCR buffer concentrations were also considered throughout 
the optim isation o f the m ultiplex however deviations &om the norm were o f no benefit.
The temperatures, fo r annealing and extension, employed in  a PCR play a key role in  the 
specificity and yie ld  o f amplicons o f interest, especially in  terms o f a m ultip lex PCR. The use o f 
several prim er sets in  a m ultip lex PCR requires extensive temperature optim isation tria ls. These 
PCR temperatures are involved in  determining the binding specificity o f the prim ers as w e ll as 
the overall product yield. Increasing the annealing temperature can increase the efficiency o f a 
weakly binding prim er pair that produces a large amplicon product. Decreasing the annealing 
temperature can increase the efficiency o f a weakly binding prim er pair that produces a sm aller 
amplicon product. The extension temperatures can be changed in  a way to aid the production o f 
PCR products in  a m ultip lex reaction. So that decreasing the extension temperature w ill increase 
the production o f the larger amplicons consequently, increasing the temperature would im prove 
the am plification o f the sm aller amplicons. Our temperature optim isation tria ls , using gradient 
PCR, identified the best annealing and extension temperatures fo r the fin a l prim er sets used fo r 
h-agmentation analysis.
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The use o f a control sample was necessary during the optim isation process since it 
theoretically elim inates the presence o f degraded fragments thus validating the results. The 
control sample w ith  w hich the m ultip lex was designed is modem human DNA in  an aqueous, pH 
neutral solution having been extracted im m ediately p rio r to a tria l run. The analysis o f the 
control p rio r to any storage conditions allows us to evaluate the effects o f such storage w ithout a 
preceding period o f exposure.
F ina lly, standard and m ultip lex PCRs occasionally require the use o f additives to increase 
the ir yie ld and specificity. Our firs t attempts at developing this m ultip lex reaction seemed to 
m alfunction since the use o f five  forward DNA prim ers yielded an electropherograph (Figure 
XTV) w ith  only four peaks. Upon removal o f the prim er thought to be unproductive, the reaction 
failed even further producing small, insignificant peaks (Figure X V ). The prim er was thus re­
introduced into  the reaction acting as a synthetic oligonucleotide additive, enhancing the overall 
m ultiplex reaction yie ld. The unexpected am plification enhancement provided by the 
oligonucleotide seems unlike ly. It would norm ally be thought that the addition o f another prim er 
would increase the interaction w ith  the other m ultip lex primers affecting the efBciency o f the 
m ultip lex reaction. This prim er may aid the specificity o f DNA binding in  the other primers o f 
the m ultip lex reaction. PCR additives such as BSA, DMSO, betain, salmon sperm D NA, and 
glycerol are often tested when expected am plification are not achieved. These additives were 
included m a few  optim isation tria ls but did not provide any further enhancement o f the reaction. 
We suspect the added synthetic oligonucleotide improves the hybridisation o f the prim ers and 
increases the efficiency o f the m ultip lex as does the addition o f denatured salmon sperm (Pang et 
a/., 1996; Sambrook e ta /., 1989).
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Through the ûagmentation analysis o f the chosen fragment sizes, we discovered the trend 
by which m tD N A degrades over tim e. When the DNA samples were newly extracted, a ll 
ûagments were present in  roughly equal quantities. This confirm s that the sample DNA was 
intact at the beginning o f th is investigation and that very little  ûagmentation had occurred 
previously. The m onthly analysis o f these samples revealed a considerable trend in  DNA 
degradation. The larger fragments (352 and 450 bp) begin to break down into smaller segments, 
232,133 bp or smaller. Figure X V I suggests that degradation o f a ll ûagment sizes occurs at 
approxim ately the same rate despite the appearance o f more small ûagments. This phenomenon 
is brought about by the ûagmentation o f the larger ûagments into pieces less than 350bp long. 
This pattern o f degradation holds true u n til a ll o f the large and small sections are ûagmented into 
short (<133 bp) undetectable oligonucleotides.
Both the larger D NA ûagments, 352 bp and 450 bp, display an elevated rate o f 
degradation. The degradation o f the 450 bp ûagment occurs m ainly over the firs t three months 
o f storage w ith  only 4.18 % o f its  original peak height rem aining aûer th is tim e (see Figure 
XVm). Further analysis during smaller tim e intervals are required to p in point the precise tim e 
o f exponential degradation, however, this data is consistent w ith  that o f Hummel, (2003) who 
identified a significant degradation o f samples after only 6 to 14 weeks o f storage. This large 
ûagment shows significant degradation at each o f the tim e intervals leading to its  eventual 
disappearance (0 % o f in itia l peak height) after seven months (see Figure X X I). There are many 
possible explanations fo r th is rapid degradation including various types o f D N A damage and an 
increased surface area undergoing attack. The 352 bp ûagment undergoes exponential 
degradation between the th ird  and fourth months o f storage, being reduced to  only 22.37 % o f its  
in itia l peak height at the three-month mark and further reduced to 14.74 % after the fourth
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month. This ûagment continues to break into sm aller pieces at each tim e interval analysis u n til 
it  dies out (0 % o f in itia l peak height) after seven months. As expected, the 450 bp fiagm ent 
shows a higher rate o f degradation than the 350bp ûagm ent
The smaller ûagments, 232 bp and 133 bp, display a slower rate o f degradation than both 
the 450 bp and 352 bp ûagments, w ith  exponential drops at approximately 4 and 5 months 
respectively. Aûer three months o f storage, the 232 bp ûagment average peak height is s ligh tly 
higher (100.93 %) than that o f the in itia l control result (see Figure X V III). This result is not 
surprising and indicates the degradation o f the larger ûagments in to  segments smaller than 350 
bp, w hich are am plified as a 232 bp ûagment. The average peak height fo r this ûagment size 
drops suddenly to 36.63 % o f its  orig inal peak height at the four-m onth tim e interval (see Figure 
X IX ). This rapid drop in  average peak height suggests the acceleration o f the hreak down o f the 
232 bp D NA fragments. In  other words, p rio r to the four-m onth storage period larger ûagments 
were breaking down into smaller segments leading to an accumulation o f 232 bp products. A t 
the four-m onth mark, the breakdown o f large ûagments slows due to a decrease in  the ir 
concentration thus leading to an increase in  the degradation o f sm aller 232 bp segments. The 
133 bp ûagment peak intensity drops considerable between the th ird  and fourth month like  a ll 
other segment sizes. A t the three-month mark, the ûagment is 89.10 % o f its  orig inal peak 
concentration (peak height) and aûer four months o f storage it  has a peak height o f 25.12 % its 
orig inal concentration. This degradation is as expected since at this tim e large ûagments 
continue to break apart into 200 to 400 bp fragments as weU as 100 bp ûagments. As expected, 
the 133 bp ûagment displays the slowest rate o f degradation and persists over nine months 
whereas the large 352 bp and 450 bp ûagments have com pletely degraded aûer 6 months. The
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trends observed fo r a ll ûagment lengths indicate that degradation o f DNA is occurring 
throughout the storage period however results may be unique to under these storage conditions.
The overall rate o f degradation studied through the distribution o f ûagment sizes over 
tim e, seen in  Figure X X III, indicates an exponential degradation o f DNA over a short period o f 
tim e. This graph allows us to visualise the distribution o f ûagment sizes in  terms o f the overall 
observed peak heights. The cum ulative peak height o f each ûagment size w ith in  a specific 
sample at a specific tim e interval is equal to the amount o f 133 bp ûagments present in  the 
solution. In  other words, through addition o f a ll peak heights fo r one sample we can determine 
the overall peak height o f the smallest fiagm ent o f interest, 133 bp in  th is case. This holds true 
since the larger ûagments are made up o f the smaller ûagment; thus each large ûagment 
contains the 133 bp ûagment. As expected, an increase in  storage tim e leads to a decrease in  
overall peak height or concentration however, the ûagment d istribution w ith in  this overall peak 
height also varies. As seen in  Figure X X III, the in itia l sample (0 months) shows an even 
distribution o f each fragment size whereas at the three month mark the two sm aller ûagments 
make up approximately 86 % o f the overall peak height. This trend continues u n til only the two 
smaller fragments are present and contributing to the overall peak height. A fte r four months o f 
storage, results seem to indicate an increase in  the amount o f the 450 bp ûagment relative to that 
present after the three-month period. This is most like ly  an artefact o f the methodology, most 
like ly  a ûagment am plification com petition anomaly. A fte r seven months o f storage, the 133 bp 
ûagment accounts fo r the m ajority (73.15 %) o f the fragments w ith in  a given sample w ith  the 
only other contributor being the 232 bp fiagm ent (26.85 %). These results clearly display the 
degradation o f the DNA region o f interest into only sm all ûagments after seven months and the ir 
further degradation to undetectable lengths after nine months. The results after nine months o f
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storage tim e indicate a zero peak height meaning that a ll present DNA ûagments are smaller 
than 133 bp.
The degradation o f D N A may come about through many D N A damage mechanisms and 
pathways. These speciûc observed ûagmentation trends suggest the occurrence o f single- and/or 
double-stranded nicks most lik e ly  caused by oxidative or hydrolytic DNA damage. These DNA 
nicks cause large D N A ûagments to degrade into smaller and smaller segments depending on the 
number o f nicks w ith in  a given region. The identiûcation o f the exact source and cause o f th is 
DNA damage would require the differentiation between single and dsDNA nicks. The 
dénaturation step included in  PCR denatures the dsDNA p rio r to am pliûcation making it  very 
d iffic u lt to differentiate between ssDNA and dsDNA nicks and thus a ll ûagments appear to be 
single stranded. The DNA structure identiûcation would require the elim ination o f the 
dénaturation step w ith in  the m ultip lex PCR.
The study o f D NA, in  various storage solutions, over tim e identiûed a degradation trend. 
DNA extracts in  three buffer solutions, ddH20, Tris and TE were stored at 4°C and -20°C in  
order to determine the differences between storage conditions. A  control sample, newly 
extracted DNA, fo r each soluûon was analysed p rio r to storage in  order to determine the 
maximum attainable peak height. This study revealed that DNA eluted in  ddH20 gave peak 
heights averaging around 6000 w ith  a roughly equal ûagment size d istribution. The DNA in  Tris 
solution yields peak heights averaging 6500 w ith  each ûagment size w ith in  a close range o f peak 
height. The extracts stored in  ddH20 and Tris yielded sim ilar when analysis takes place 
immediate fo llow ing the extraction procedure. This is as expected since the m ultip lex PCR was 
optim ised using water based DNA samples. The analysis o f the DNA in  TE generated average 
peak height values in  the range o f 500 to 2000, only 18 % o f the to ta l average peak height in
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ddHiO . This shows a high variation in  the peak height o f each fragment size. The use o f TE as 
an elution or storage buffer is cautioned throughout this fie ld  o f research since high 
concentrations o f TE have been shown to in h ib it a PCR. TE contains EDTA, which chelates the 
magnesium in  the PCR m ix making it  unavailable during the reaction (QIAGEN, 2002b). Our 
experiment contained low  enough concentrations o f TE to prevent complete inh ib ition  o f the 
m ultip lex PCR however; the reduced peak heights are as expected since some magnesium may 
be chelated thus reducing the PCR product yield. TE proves to be much less e fficient o f an 
storage buffer than ddH^O and Tris when the m ultip lex ûagmentation analysis is conducted 
im m ediately fo llow ing  the extraction procedure.
The examination o f storage temperature effects on DNA in  the three d ifferent buffer 
solutions, ddHzO, T ris and TE, demonstrates a valuable association between the degradation 
process and the storage temperature. The 14 day storage at 4°C o f the DNA stored in  water 
resulted in  the highest average peak height values (Figure X X V lll). This sample yielded equally 
elevated peaks fo r each ûagment size. The water sample stored at -20°C shows a sim ilar pattern 
o f peak heights w ith  the exception o f the unexpected dip at o f the 352bp ûagment. This sudden 
dip is more like ly  a cause o f com petitive bind o f the prim er or other experimental conditions 
which would warrant further replications. We would expect that the DNA in  water samples 
stored at -20°C would display higher peak heights than that stored at 4°C. Rather, both samples 
display sim ilar average peak heights after 14 days o f storage.
The DNA samples in  Tris stored at 4°C and -20°C yielded sim ilar average peak heights 
and fragment distribution to that o f the DNA in  water samples. Both samples, one stored at 4°C 
and the other at -20°C, have sim ilar peak heights fo r the 133 bp and 232 bp ûagments, however 
they d iûe r sign ificantly on both the 352 bp and 450 bp ûagments. The samples stored at 4°C
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show a slow  decline in  peak height starting w ith  the 352 bp ûagment and ending w ith  a peak 
height about 1000 units low er than the 133 bp ûagment. As expected, th is shows ûagmentation 
o f the larger products during the storage period at 4°C. These ûndings are consistent w ith  the 
undocumentated common practice procedures used in  the fie ld  o f degraded DNA studies where 
researchers discourage the storage o f D N A at 4°C over long period o f tim e. The DNA in Tris 
sample stored at -20°C show maintenance o f the high peak heights, again w ith  the exception o f 
the 352 bp ûagment. The dip o f the 352 bp ûagment may be an artefact o f the m ultip lex 
methodology since this method was optim ised using samples in  water. The methodology may 
require some m odification i f  it  were to be continually used to assess DNA ûagmentation o f 
samples stored in  Tris. It is doubtful that we would observe such a steep decline in  the 352 bp 
peak height w hile the 450 bp remained at a higher level. The overall fragment d istribution o f the 
D NA sample stored in  T ris at -20°C, w hile disregarding the 352 bp experimental error, displays 
elevated average peak heights w ith  an even d istribution o f ûagment sizes. This indicates very 
little  degradation over the storage period o f 14 days at -20°C thus suggesting a reliable solution 
fo r the storage o f DNA.
The samples stored in  TE buffer at two d ifferent temperatures, 4°C and -20°C, identifies a 
very im portant trend in  DNA degradation during storage. Figure X X X  shows the ûagment 
distribution and yields fo r the sample stored in  TE fo r 14 days at both temperatures. The results 
indicate identical trends fo r both the 4°C and the -20° samples. We see a re la tive ly high peak fo r 
the smallest ûagment o f 133 bp follow ed by a higher 232 bp-ûagment peak height, next the 352 
bp-fragment peak height drops and ûna lly the 450 bp ûagment has a re la tive ly low  peak height. 
The 133 bp and 232 bp ûagment peak heights are unexpectedly high displaying a higher average 
peak height at this tim e interval than the ûesh extract sample. This does not indicate an increase
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in  the overall D N A (see Figure X X IH ) rather it  sim ply indicates the larger proportion o f the 
sm aller fragments over the larger ûagments w ith in  the samples. This change in  proportion is 
more lik e ly  a product o f the larger pieces o f D N A ûagmenting into smaller ones. This may also 
be an artefact o f the methodology as observed fo r the 352 bp peak height drop o f the DNA stored 
in  T ris solution. These observations are not an indicator o f contam ination because a ll PCR 
conûols were negative. The low  am plitute ûagmentation pattern observed fo r the ûesh TE 
samples may suggest an elevated concentration o f TE, compared to that o f the stored ones, 
causing PCR inh ib ition . Perhaps the storage at both 4° and -20°C dim inishes the inh ib iting  
features o f TE allow ing fo r larger product yields. The lower 325 bp- and 450 bp ûagment peak 
heights are as expected since we anticipate some damage to have occurred over the storage 
period.
The fin a l degradation assessment employs the ûagmentation m ultip lex tool in  the 
evaluation o f the effects o f frequent sample ûeeze/thaw cycles. This analysis assesses the 
importance and effects o f repeated handling o f bulk DNA extracts. The peak heights o f the two 
smallest ûagments, 133 bp and 232 bp, were measured w ith in  specified D N A samples eluted in  
water after a specific number o f ûeeze/thaw cycles in  order to determine the ûeeze/thaw effects 
on fragm entation (Figure X X X I). These small ûagment sizes were chosen fo r this study in  order 
to m inim ise possible m ethodological restraints invo lving com petitive binding o f the smaller 
ûagments over the larger ones. The 232 bp ûagment shows a noteworthy drop (87.1 %) from  a 
peak height o f 843 units aûer 2 cycles o f ûeezing and thawing to 109 units after 6 cycles. This 
decline corresponds to a linear slope o f-1 83.5 units and thus an inverse relationship exist 
between the peak height and the number o f ûeeze/thaw cycles. In  other words, the average 
sample peak height decreases w ith  each increase in  the number o f ûeeze/thaw cycles. These
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results also suggest a negative relationship between peak height and the number o f ûeeze/thaw 
cycles thus having a negative slope o f-1 06.75 units. The larger o f the two D N A ûagments (232 
bp) displays a more negative slope than the smaller 133 bp ûagment. As expected, th is increased 
slope indicates the break down o f the larger 232 bp ûagment into smaller ones. These results 
conûrm  that numerous ûeeze/thaw cycles induce the degradation o f DNA into  sm aller and 
sm aller pieces. As in  the ûagmentation analyses previously described, it  is extrem ely d iffic u lt to 
p in  point the exact type o f DNA damage leading to th is type o f degradation and ûagmentation. 
The observed ûagmentation does however require the occurrence o f either single or double 
stranded breaks, W iich can transpire as a result o f oxidative, hydrolytic or physical damage. The 
results o f this study suggest the occurrence o f physical strand damage caused during the 
expansion/condensation o f the water molecules surrounding the D NA. The repeated conversion 
o f water ûom  one physical state to the next causes the spatial displacement o f the D NA, thus 
leading to double or single strand breaks depending on the extent o f structural dislocation. The 
degree o f single versus double stranded breaks would require further investigation.
This study provides the ûeeze/thaw cycle effects on the in tegrity o f D N A, which has 
been suspected by many researchers w ithout direct assessement. The observed ûeeze/thawing 
affects on stored DNA has caused many procedural differences to the handling o f D N A in 
solution. Some fields o f research who recognise the effects o f D N A storage in  solution w ill 
discard the ir DNA extracts after a certain period o f tim e (six weeks), w hile other areas o f 
research w ill aliquot the ir DNA containing solutions. The ûeeze/thaw effects assessed here 
indicate that the storage o f bulk DNA extract is not favourable since the bulk solution must be 
thawed at the tim e o f each analysis. Throughout analysis the samples stored in  bu lk have 
undergone numerous ffeeze/thaw cycles, but w ithout taking in  to account the ûagmentation o f
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D N A stored in  solution would render the data incomparable. Results replication may be d iffic u lt 
to accomplish after an unknown number o f ffeeze/thaw cycles due to extensive DNA damage 
and degradation. Most D N A extraction protocols require the elution o f the DNA into large 
volumes o f buffer. This would require aliquoting the bulk DNA extract into smaller, one 
analysis volumes thus m inim ising the number o f ûeeze/thaw cycles and reducing DNA 
degradation. This procedure would allow  the independent storage o f sm aller volume aliquots 
perm itting some to be stored fo r longer periods than others, fo r the purpose o f further analysis or 
replication.
This analysis o f DNA fragmentation over tim e is not lim ited to m tDNA rather it  also 
includes nDNA and Y  -chromosome DNA. The method fo r determ ining the ûagmentation in  
nDNA has been established through the design o f a m ultip lex PCR using the human p-g lob in  
and Y-chromosome sequences. The human p-g loh in  gene was chosen because the target region 
is w ell studied and provides inform ation on disease. The Y-chromosome targets were chosen to 
assess the ûagmentation o f the Y-chromosome fo r further STR typing methodologies. The 
design o f these two additional m ultip lex PCRs was successful, however, tim e constraints did not 
perm it the tim e interval assessments required to identify ûends in  degradation.
Single base pair damage and m odiûcation was assessed in  th is research by sequence 
analysis. This involves the study o f the effects o f damage on ind ividual bases w ith in  a ûagment 
o f interest. This single base pair damage and m odiûcation could lead to D N A ûagmentation 
through weakening o f the DNA backbone, as evaluated through m ulûplex PCR. This study 
incorporates DNA sequencing w ith  visual and computational base alignm ent enabling the 
identiûcation o f single base m odiûcations resulting ûom  D NA sample storage. This study may
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also reveal a number o f "hot spots" or repeated patterns o f base m odifications at the same 
sequence location either confirm ing or expanding those found by Parsons, et. a/. (1997). Twelve 
D NA extracts ûom  one ind ividua l were sequenced at specific tim e intervals to identify the 
precise location, ûequency and type o f base damage occurring over the storage period. The 
D N A samples studied were taken ûom  the same individual sim plifying  data analysis by allow ing 
simultaneous comparison o f sequences to the same ûeshly extracted reference sequence. These 
samples were firs t analysed using the ûagmentation assessment m ultip lex PCR followed by the 
sequencing o f the m ultip lex PCR product using the reverse prim er. The reverse sequencing o f 
the m ultip lex PCR product is made possible since a ll amplicons w ith in  the m ultip lex share a 
common reverse prim er, otherwise the sequence analysis o f these samples would require a 
separate, fragment speciûc PCR. The 133bp ûagment was chosen fo r this in-depth hase analysis 
since each o f the sequencing reactions dropped out after approxim ately 140 bp. This short target 
region (m tl6210 to m t 16420) w ill be evaluated which may generate models fo r base alterations 
w ith in  the other hypervariable regions o f the m tDNA genome.
The target region sequences were aligned and compared to the reference sequence ûom  
the same individual in  order to iden tify any base substitutions arising during sample storage. A  
com pilation o f the most common (>20 % occurrence) base substitutions is seen in  Table 5 
whereas a complete lis t o f observed substitutions is found in  Appendix A . The more ûequent 
base subsûtutions observed w ith in  the target fragment occur between m tl 6210 and m tl6340. A  
base subsûtution may be a ûansition, where the base is subsûtuted by another o f the same type, 
fo r example purine substituted by another purine, or a transversion where the base is substituted 
by a d ifferent type o f base, as in  the substitution o f a purine by a pyrim idine. As seen in  Table 6, 
transversions made up 78.6 % o f a ll observed substitutions whereas transitions had a m inim al
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incidence o f 21.4 %. These rates o f substitution are opposite what would be expected fo r rates o f 
substitution in  vivo. The observation o f a higher transversion rate is one characteristic that 
researchers have used to indicate D NA damage rather than m utation generated through 
evolution. Base substitutions come about through a m ultitude o f mechanisms and pathways 
including enzymatic, oxidative, hydrolytic, and physical pathways. O xidative damage is caused 
either by exposure to U V lig h t or through the Fenton reaction. In  general, base transversions 
occur through an oxidation pathway involving oxidative attack o f the base whereas base 
transitions require hydrolytic attack. Our samples were not exposed to U V lig h t throughout the 
experiment thus our results im ply the occurrence o f oxidative base damage due to the presence 
o f an oxidant w ith in  the sample. A dditional base analysis is required to evaluate and assess this 
further.
The sequencing reaction allowed fo r the identification o f base m odifications throughout 
the 133 bp ûagment o f the m ultip lex PCR. The most ûequently substituted base is cytosine 
(78.6 % ), follow ed by adenine (14.3 %) and fin a lly  guanine (7.1 % ). No repeated thym ine base 
substitutions were observed in  any o f the sequences. The elevated, dominant rate o f cytosine 
substitution w ith in  th is target ûaginent is quite unexpected. A ll previous literature invo lving 
base m odiûcation in  soluûon idenûfy guanine as the most suscepdble to DNA damage and thus 
substituûon (Lindahl, 1993; Rodriguez et a/., 2000; Schweigert et aZ., 2000). This deviadon may 
be attributed to the skewed base distribudon w ith in  the target region: cytosine (37.4 % ), adenine 
(32.2 % ), thym ine (19.4 %) and ûnally guanine (10.9 % ), see Table 4. E arlier literature does 
however claim  a dependence o f cytosine deaminadon on the pH and temperature o f the eludon 
solution (Lindahl et aZ., 1973b). These reports also convey a very low  level o f guanine and 
adenine deaminadon in  samples contained in  weakly acidic buffers and exposed to elevated
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temperatures. This pH and temperature dependence may also contribute to the elevated base 
substitutions observed in  this study. The dénaturation step during the m ultip lex PCR may lead to 
elevated rates o f cytosine deamination (Shapiro et a/., 1966). Our samples are stored in  a water 
buffer and thus deamination would need to occur through an addidon-elim ination mechanism 
w ith  water as the principal base catalysing the reaction as suggested by Lindahl and Nyberg 
(1974). The increased rate o f cytosine substitution is possibly due to the com bination o f the 
shear number o f cytosine residues compared to that o f guanine throughout the ûagment sequence 
studied and exposure to elevated temperatures and s ligh tly acidic solutions.
The m ajority o f cytosine base m odifications are C -  G transversion (81.8 %) and thus the 
above factors may not account fo r a ll cytosine residual substitutions. The observed transversion 
may be the product o f oxidative attack o f the cytosine residue leading to the form ation o f 5- 
hydroxy cytosine or 5-hydroxyuracil intermediates, as per observed pairing rules fo r modiûed 
bases found in  Table 1. The form ation o f these two m odified bases accounts fo r the transversion 
o f a cytosine residue into a guanine residue w ith in  the sequence since they bind to cytosine rather 
than guanine, thus distorting the base reading during sequence analysis. The 5-hydroxycytosine 
and 5-hydroxyuracil residues both bind to cytosine residues rather than fo llow ing  the standard 
binding pattern o f their antecedent cytosine residue. The sequence analysis performed by the 
Genescan software detects the bound cytosine residue thus allocating a guanine base at that 
precise location.
Base m odiûcation generated through oxidation requires an oxidant w ith in  the DNA 
extract solution. The oxidation o f the cytosine bases may also be a consequence o f exposure o f 
the sample to UV ligh t. The sample storage fa c ility  (-20°C) is equipped w ith  a slid ing glass door 
thus allow ing ligh t, both natural and a rtiûc ia l, to enter at a ll times throughout the day. As
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established by previous studies, exposure o f water to ionising radiation leads to the form ation o f 
hydroxyl radicals, solvated electrons (Cgq ) and H atoms (D izdaroglu, 1992). The UV exposure 
o f the water based buffer, acting as a storage medium fo r the DNA extracts, may lead to the 
form ation o f damaging radicals thus providing an oxidant w ith in  the DNA extract O xidative 
damage through U V irradiation o f water leads to the form ation o f many m odified D NA bases, 
most to that o f cytosine g lycol (D izdaroglu, 1992). Cytosine g lycol, an oxidation intermediate, 
has a re lative ly long h a lf-life  allow ing it  to be further oxidised into either 5-hydroxycytosine or 
5-hydroxyuracil. This succession o f oxidative mechanisms corroborates the suggested indirect 
form ation o f either 5-hydroxycytosine or 5-hydroxyuracil 6om  abundant cytosine residues 
w ith in  the sequence o f interest. The con flic t between the d istribution o f base m odifications seen 
in  this study and that o f previous works is attributed to the abundance o f cytosine residues w ith in  
the target sequence. Previous studies claim  excessive form ation o f 8-OHGua to be the indication 
o f oxidative D NA damage however our research was conducted on DNA samples in  solution 
containing an overpowering number o f cytosine residues. O xidative base damage is observed 
throughout our target sequence affecting a ll bases as indicated by the d iversity o f base 
m odiûcations: A  -  G, A  -  C, C -  G, G -  C, C -  T. The overall base oxidation results in  th is 
study d iffe r ûom  other research which finds a 95% higher m odiûcation rate w ith in  guanine and 
adenine (Lindahl, 1993). Our study identiûes a higher rate o f oxidative damage or base 
m odiûcation in  cytosine which may sim ply reûect the d ifferent percentage o f bases w ith in  the 
sequence.
The sequence analysis performed on the m ultip lex PCR product w ith  special focus on the 
133bp ûagment may lead to the discovery o f hot spots w ith in th is segment o f the m tDNA 
genome. The resulting D NA sequence revealed a signiûcant number o f base substitutions w ith in
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the 16210 -  16340 region o f the m itochondrial genome. The frequently observed base 
exchanges iden tify  possible hot spots at the fo llow ing  m itochondrial base positions 16210,1622, 
16228,16250, 16262,16270,16292,16295,16286, 16290,16293,16295,16301,16303,16331, 
16335, and 16340, ûequencies are as seen in  Table 5. The most ûequent base m odiûcation is a 
pyrim idine insertion at position m tl6303 occurring in  73.3 % o f a ll observed sequences. This 
unforeseen base insertion has not been previously documented in  any previous publications and 
thus is most like ly  an artefact o f the m ultiplex or sequencing methodology. The most ûequently 
observed base m odiûcation overall is a C -  T transiûon at position m tl 6286, occurring in  66.7 % 
o f sequences. This base substituûon is indicaûve o f hydrolyûc D N A damage, which is deûned 
as the breaking o f the N -glycosylic bond through the addiûon o f water, form ing an abasic site 
follow ed by a modiûed base. The most numerous base subsûtuûons are C -  G transversions 
occurring at posiûons 16221,16250,16262,16270,16292,16293,16295, and 16340. These 
speciûc locaûons w ith in  the m itochondrial genome are possible 'ho t spots' fo r the occurrence o f 
oxidaûve DNA damage under these parûcular experimental condiûons. These possible 'hot 
spot' locations do not correlate w ith  any established by Parsons er. aZ. (1997) due to 
methodological differences. Our 'ho t spot' assessment studies D NA in  solution (ddH^O) 
whereas other research does not (G ilbert eZ aZ., 2003; Parsons eZ aZ., 1997). The comparison o f 
these two data sets would be staûsûcally incorrect since they were performed under different 
experimental circumstances and evaluate two separate forms o f D NA.
fZL OaawZZ/ZcaZZoM
The quanûûcaûon o f DNA recovered w ith in  a sample is considered proporûonal to the 
amount o f damage that D NA may have undergone. The preceding analyûcai methods have 
assessed the integrity and damage levels w ith in  DNA, the quanûûcaûon o f the D N A is therefore
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also part o f this research. The analytical method used to assess the quantity o f DNA was real 
tim e PCR. D N A quantification using real tim e PCR requires the use o f a photo-detection system 
since the quantity o f DNA is derived ûom the level o f lig h t em itted by the sample in  a 
spectrophotometer. There are three types o f established detection systems employed in  real tim e 
PCR: SYBR green, m olecular beacons and a probe-based FRET system. We in itia lly  chose a 
probe-based FRET system fo r our analysis since it  would a llow  fo r h igh ly speciûc am pliûcation 
and quantiûcaûon o f our target region, however this system did not have the sensitivity required 
in  our analysis o f low  copy number DNA. M odiûcations have since been improved th is system, 
but not optim ally or in  tim e fo r th is research. The next tria l was run using the SYBR green 
detection system and proved to have the necessary sensitivity and so our quantiûcation protocol 
was developed using this detection system in  coiyunction w ith  the A B I Prism® 7000 Sequence 
Detection System. The SYBR green detection system was chosen since it  is a well-established, 
h igh ly sensitive method requiring very little  target region speciûc design; it  is highly cost 
effective and readily available. These characteristics allowed us to u tilise  the previously 
developed m ultip lex prim ers in  the quantiûcaûon protocol therefore fac ilita tin g  the correlaûon o f 
quanûûcaûon assessment results w ith  the ûagmentaûon analysis findings.
The quanûtaûve assessment was conducted using the smallest fragment size (133bp) 
w ith in  the m ulûplex as a model, however, the established pattern is applicable to a ll ûagment 
lengths. The use o f this short 133bp-target fragment (m tl 6210 to m tl 6420) is advantageous 
since it  can be am pliûed w ith  increased speciûcity w hile em ploying a short annealing and 
extension tim e thus increasing the sample turnover tim e. A  freshly extracted modem DNA 
sample was used as the reference to which the unknown samples were compared. The real tim e 
PCR o f th is duplicated reference sample displayed a convenûonal sigm oidal ampliûcaûon as
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seen w ith  low  quantity threshold values as expected, see Figure X X X II. The observed Ct values 
o f24.40 and 25.87 are indicative o f modem D NA samples containing a m ultitude o f copies o f 
DNA. This real tim e am plification p lo t shows the eventual slow ing o f the reaction after 
approxim ately th irty  cycles leading to an am plification plateau after th irty -five  cycles. The cycle 
number at w hich the reaction plateau is observed is dependent on the type o f DNA polymerase 
used in  the PCR. Supporting research is completed but not included since it  is beyond the scope 
o f th is research.
The real tim e am plification o f the reference sample included the simultaneous 
am pliScation o f duplicate negative control samples. Extreme caution was required to prevent 
contam ination o f the negative PCR controls. The firs t few  real tim e PCR tria ls  included only 
trip lica te  PCR controls in  order to establish a suitable sample and reagent handling procedure to 
avert contam ination. Tremendous d iffic u lty  w ith  negative control contam ination was overcome 
through added decontamination steps above and beyond the customary cleaning procedure. 
Consumables such as pipette tips, m ixing and reaction tubes are autoclaved, cross-linked and 
placed in  sterile sample bags upon receipt follow ed by an additional cross-linking step 
im m ediately p rio r to use. Once effective decontamination techniques were established and the 
reference sample Ct value was repeatedly duplicated, we were prepared fo r the analysis o f 
samples o f unknown age and integrity.
The comparison o f modem DNA real tim e am plification results w ith  those o f samples o f 
unknown in tegrity allows us to determine a relative rate o f degradation o f DNA samples stored 
in  solution. The study o f the three unknown samples resulted in  Ct values o f 36.41, 39.12 and 
37.68. A t firs t glance these Ct values seem low  compared to those o f the modem D NA samples 
and such is the case after calculating the relative quantity o f the unknown sample to that o f the
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reference sample. The calculation o f relative quantification o f unknown samples 1 ,2 and 3 
using Equation 3 resulted in  levels 2.42x10"^, 3.71x10'̂  and 1.01x10"^ times low er than that o f 
the reference sample respectively. These results suggest the sample to be w ith in  the same range 
o f in tegrity and hagmentation. The quantification o f these samples relative to the modem 
reference sample compares the level o f damage w ith in  the unknown sample. The level o f DNA 
damage is inversely related to the relative quantity, fo r example a lower relative quantity 
represents an increase in  DNA damage. The relative quantity is not an indication o f the age o f 
an unknown sample since sample taphonomy differs.
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x m . CONCLUSION
The methods developed here fo r the fragmentation analysis identified the increased 
fragm entation over tim e in  a variety o f storage solutions. The Aagmentation is increased through 
the process o f freeze/thaw cycles and changes under different storage temperatures. These results 
suggest methodological changes in  order to decrease fragmentation level when storing samples 
fo r long periods o f tim e. Sequence analysis identified potential hot spots where an elevated 
number o f nucleotide substitutions and base m odifications occur which requires further 
investigation. The observed nucleotide substitutions are thought to occur p rim arily  through an 
oxidative pathway w ith  extensive damage occurring to the cytosine residues due to their 
abundance w ith in  the target sequence. O xidative damage was found in  a ll the nucleotides 
identifying it  as the biggest problem in  DNA stored in  solution. Q uantification using real tim e 
PCR proved the decrease in  relative quantity o f DNA over tim e. The relative quantity o f D NA is 
inversely proportional to the amount o f damage and degradation found w ith in  a certain sample.
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XIV . FUTURE DIRECTION
This project leads the way fo r many further analyses o f patterns explaining the degradation o f 
DNA. The m tDNA hagm entation patterns were assessed in  th is study however, future analysis 
o f nDNA and Y  -chromosome DNA is required to establish an overall DNA degradation pattern. 
Once complete, th is model fo r overall DNA degradation in  various solutions may be used to 
establish the correlation between sample taphonomy and specific size fragment distributions. It 
may also be used to assess damage induced through the process o f extraction, analysis using x- 
rays and other m olecular procedures.
This project focused on the distribution pattern o f various DNA fragment lengths w ith in  
DNA samples exposed to various storage times and conditions. Further research is required to 
characterise the types o f damage leading to such fragm entation patterns. A  d istinction must be 
made between hagmentation occurring due to single stranded or double stranded breaks. In  this 
research, the dénaturation step w ith in  the m ultip lex PCR hagmentation assessment tool 
prevented such break identification. Future research could employ single nucleotide extension 
w ithout a dénaturation step and w ith  the addition o f labelled nucleotides to iden tify the single 
stranded hagments w ith in  the sample resulting &om single stranded nicks. The incorporation o f 
the labelled nucleotides at the site o f single strand breaks perm its the ir spectrometric detection 
leading to base identification. This could be extended w ith  the use o f other enzymes to label 
double stranded breaks as blunt or sticky ends.
This study identified possible base substitution or m odiScation hot spots w ith in  the 
m itochondrial genome using a sequence analysis approach. This analytic method allowed us to 
visualise any changes occurring to the m tDNA sequence over tim e however, we were unable to 
identify the exact mechanism by which these m odifications are occurring. Further sequence
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analysis and m odified base identification could be accomplished through the combination o f gas 
chromatography and mass spectrometry (GC/MS) and again using a variety o f enzymes and 
labelled nucleic acids.
The real tim e PCR analysis conducted in  th is project allowed us to make a correlation 
between the relative amount o f DNA found in  modem samples and that found in  unknown 
samples. Further real tim e PCR optim isation and the construction o f a standard curve would 
a llow  a direct assessment o f the absolute concentration o f DNA w ith in  a certain sample. This 
absolute quantification too l could then be used to establish a trend fo r specific sample 
taphonomy and levels o f DNA degradation.
As a whole, our research provides much insight into the rate o f degradation o f DNA in  
solution w ten exposed to various conditions. Each section o f this study requires repeated 
replication in  order to confirm  the identified trends. The assessment o f sample storage in  
d ifferent solutions and temperatures m erits profuse replication since optim isation o f storage 
conditions would facilita te  the analysis in  a ll fie lds o f DNA research, especially those dealing 
w ith  samples having a low  DNA copy number.
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